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THE components illustrated above are small but important.

They are the highly specialised products of a notable firin -
one which, among other things, was responsible for the

introduction of Mica Condensers. Further, these components
are characterised by the now well-known Dubilier standards of
neatness and finish in construction and reliability in operation.
There is the Type 600 Dubilier Mica Condenser, for example :-
a fixed condenser whose capacity is guaranteed by us to be accurate
within close limits that are not often met with elsewhere.
A now Dubilier Grid -Leak Attachment is sold for use with it, and
is illustrated above. It enables a Grid Leak to be inserted direct
between the Grid and L.T. leads simply by clipping in, making uce
of cne of the condenser clips and the clip on the attachment.
The Dubilier Anode Resistance, again, designed for extreme
stability in operation, is tested during manufacture to 200 volts,
and is absolutely reliable.
The new Dubilier Type 610 Mica Condenser is also shown. It
was dealt with in a previous advertisement of this series-
" Little Things that Matter." It is suitable for use everywhere
in receiving circuits, and is provided with screw terminals and
detachable Grid Leak Clips.
For specialised products such as these, it is always easier and
better to specify-

Mica Condenser. Type 600
(Also Type 600A for vertical

panel mounting).
0.000i -0.00o7 mid- 2'6
o.00t -o.006
Mica Condenser. Type 610

(with Grid Leak clips)
(Also Type 620 for panel

mounting).
0.c0m-0.0o07 mfd....3/-
0.001 -0.009 racl....3,6
o.ox mid.... ...41-
o.ott-o.o15 mid. ...4 6
Grid Leak Attachment, 6d.

(for use with Type 600).

Anode Resistance
complete with holder

20,00o-100,000 ohms- 516

Grid Leak
0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4.84 5

megohms. 2/6

TRACE MARX

DUBILI ER
CONDENSER CO (1925) LTD

eiriEa.TILEIKENT OP THZ DLIBILIER COD1DENEER CO., Urn, cnizoN WORKS. VICTORIA ROAD. NORTH ACTON. LOYDOId. W.3. TELEPHONE.: CHISWICK V241.145
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Profit
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Experience
of those who know
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The Royal London Ophthalmic Hospital
-the first to be completely equipped
with wireless under the " Daily News
scheme, uses exclusively for the purpose
the valves backed by the names

99

MARCONI&OSRAM
For volume, and clarity, for long life
and maximum efficiency, you cannot
improve upon the choice of the
experts for your own set.

Sold by Wireless

and Electrical
Dealers, Stores, etc.

Buy the Valves backed by the names

MARCONI &OSRAM
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE M. 0. VALVE CO., LTD.
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THE WUNCELL
--a centenarian among Valves!

OUR morning mail would be exceptional if it
did not contain at least one letter from some
enthusiastic Cossor user commenting upon

the long life of his valve. Among our most
treasured possessions are these hundreds of
letters-each one of which has been written
spontaneously to express the writer's keen
approval of the satisfactory service he has received.

Typical among them is.. the following from
Mr. H. Hayward, of 9 Daisy Gardens, Dagenham,
Essex. He writes as follows :

" On looking through one of your ads. in Modern
Wireless ' a few days ago, and noticing the claims
of some of your users, I think I aught to bring to
your notice the performance of one of your valves.
1 bought this in July 1923, and after using it
practically 4 hours per night on the average, and
more so during week -ends, it has just given up the
ghost. I reckon the life of this valve at about
4000 hours. Can anyone beat this? I won't say
any more ! "

But if the Cossor bright emitter is reckoned to
possess a long working life, then trulythe Wuncell
Dull Emitter is a centenarian among valves.
Here is a valve which is fitted with an entirely
new type of filament-one which can be obtained
in no other valve.

A filament which, instead of -being whittled down
to an exceptional thinness to obtain low current
consumption, is actually built up layer upon layer
until it is practically as stout as that used in a.
bright emitter valve. A filament which, mounted
in arch formation and further secured at its centre
by a third support, will readily withstand all the
shocks and abuses of everyday use. A filament,
moreover, that owing to its unique method of
manufacture gives off an intensely powerful
electron stream when barely glowing.

Ally such a wonderful filament to the Cossor
construction and you'll readily appreciate why
the Wuncell gives a standard of performance
which has not yet been approached by any
other valve.

The essential features of every Cossor Valve-
irrespective of type-ke ,,itS hood -shaped Grid
and Anode and its arched filament. As every
wireless enthusiast knows, the action of the
3 -electrode valve depends upon an effective use
being made of the electron stream given off by the
heated filament. Previous to the introduction of
the Cossor this had always been done by means
of a spiral grid and a tubular anode. But
obviously such a design suffers from severe
limitations on account of considerable leakage of
electrons from each end of the anode. In the
Cossor, on the other band, the arched filament
is almost totally enclosed by the hood -shaped
Grid and Anode, and few, if,any," of the electrons
can escape.

The Wuncell Dull Emitter incorporates every
salient Cossor feature. It functions,at 1.8 volts,
while its current consumption is only .3 amp.-
so low as to enable the standard six -volt accumu-
lator, with its cells connected in parallel, to last
six times as long as with bright emitter valves. The
man changing over to Wuncells from ordinary
valves, therefore, gets au additional five weeks'
Broadcasting free of cost every time he has his
accumulator charged.

So that, not only do you get a long -life valve
when you choose the Wuncell, but you effect
tremendous economies as well. In the face of
such incontrovertible facts can you delay buying
Wuncells any longer? In two types: W1 for use
as a Detector or L.F. amplifier, and W2 (with
red top) for use as a high -frequency amplifier.
14/- each from all Wireless Dealers

A. C. COSSOR LTD.-Highbury Grove, London, N.5
MANUFACTURERS OF COSSOR AND WUNCELL VALVES
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Radio Fire -Fighting Again.

.

LAST week in these columns I referred
to the use of wireless as a lire -fighter in
Canada, and now comes news of

another interesting application of the
science-this time in the Alps.

For the first time radio is being used to
connect posts in the high mountain passes
with aid stations, so that guides may call for
assistance at any hour. Frequently a victim
dies from injuries or exposure before the
rescue -parties can arrive, but now it is
expected many lives will be saved by timely
wireless assistance. Work on the radio -
rescuer has already commenced at the
Margherita cabin on
Monte Rosa,

Mexican Short Waves.
HAVE  you heard

the Mexican
short - wave

telephony ? Several
readers have reported
mysterious telephony
signals when search-
ing for KDK A on
his short-wave trans-
mission, generally
between midnight
and 2.30 a.m. In all
cases speech is re-
ported as clear, but
being in a foreign
tongue it is difficult
to identify. One
Sheffield reader-Mr.

-H. Hizett, 45, Mush-
room Lane-heard the call -sign given several
times. But as speech was very rapid, all he
could copy down was " . . . Zee G, Mexico."
Can any other reader supply details of
location, and state whether this station has
been heard on telephony ? Mr. Hizett, who
was using a straight Det. and L.F. (power
valve) is inclined to think that he lia3 set up
a record with this reception.

An Old Topic.
AFTER a few months of. comparative

quiet the talk about aerial -torpedoes,
wireless death -planes, and similar

cheery contraptions for wiping out every-
body and everything, has broken out again.
I hear that the Navy and R.A.1? are
arranging an aerial attack upon the obsolete -

battleship " Agamemnon," off Sheerness.
She will cruise without a crew, controlled
entirely by wireless, and twenty aeroplanes
will try and hit this moving target with
dummy bombs, dropped from various
heights.

Wireless Torpedoes.
THEN there is the invention by a New

7.,alander--Capt. A. J. Roberts-of
non-interferable aerial -torpedo. It

takes the shape of an ordinary aeroplane, but
is much smaller, and can be filled with high -
explosive and directed at hostile aircraft
from the ground. Although obedient, to the

cryptic line, " Three who trampled a
kingdom down." " I don't know who they
would be," he admitted, " unless they are
Freeman, Hardy and Willis ! "

The Brussels Station.
THE many readers who have remarked

on faulty transmissions from the
Brussels station will be glad to know

that this matter is now receiving the
attention of the authorities concerned. I
hear that it is possible that the whole
station will be transferred to Antwerp, but
this would seem to be a very drastic
remedy. As far as British listeners can

tell, it is not the
station's situation
which is at fault
but the fact that an
extraneous humming
noise spoils the
modulation.

Propaganda for a good cause. A " Radio Appeal Boat " for the Middlesex Hospital now cruising
on the Thames.

set controlling it from below, it is impervious
to other jamming signals, and pursues its
enemy with deadly persistence quite un-
affected by spark, C.W., telephony, or
what the enemy pilot may say !

The device is to be tested shortly in
London, and a feature of the demonstration
will be intentional jamming by powerful
sets in the vicinity.

A Birmingham Joke.
THE musical director at the Birmingham

station, Mr. Joseph Lewis, has a gift
for epigram which occasionally proves

too much for his audience. Once when
rehearsing " The Music Makers," he was
explaining the various historical references
as they came along, until he came to the

and will be
nection with
programmes.

The B.B.C's. Bromley
Station.

AS I have received
a good many
inquiries

about the B. B. C.'s
listening -post, I am
glad to be able to
state definitely that
thisnew receiving
station will be ready
for service upon
September 1st. It is
situated at Hayes,
near Bromley (Kent),

used by the B.B.C. in con -
the relaying of International

What the Post Will Do.
THE three main "sections of the work at

the new listening -post are broadcast
reception on the 300-500 metre band,

very short-wave long-distance reception,
and direction finding. The provision of
the latter will enable interference to be
checked in a way hitherto impossible.
Another important function of the station
will be to watch wave -lengths closely, and
to prevent the dropping of a few metres
and wandering from wave -lengths, which
up to the present has gone unchecked.

(Continued on 'page 4.)



NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from page 3

'I he 0 2 K F Hoaxes.
MR. PARTRIDGE (G 2 K F) asks me to

print the following letter, a copy of
which he has sent to various radio

Manufacturers :
" You may have received during the last

day or two a letter bearing the address,
' 22, Park Road, Wimbledon,' and the
signature, ' J. A. Partridge,' placing an
order for a large quantity of wireless
apparatus, and stating that the goods
should be delivered as early as possible as
they were required for some urgent
experimental work at my station-
G 2K F.
" I beg to advise you that any such com-
munications are not authentic and should
be disregarded. I presume them to be the
work of a practical joker or an idiot.
" Owing to the fact that I have only just
received information of the circulation of
such letters, bearing a signature purporting
to be mine, some inconvenience may have
been caused to members of your staff,
and, if such is the case, I can only express
my regret.-
" Should you be in possession of such a
letter and envelope, and care to send them
to me, it may assist in the apprehension of
the offender. 1 may add that I have
placed the matter in the hands of the
police."

The Savoy Bands.
THE B.B.C. has concluded new arrange-

ments for the broadcasting of the
Savoy Bands, and a schedule has been

arranged by which the Orpheans and
Havana Bands will take turns as follows :
From Aug. 31st to Sept. 12th, Savoy
Havana Band ; from Sept. 13th to Sept.
28th, Savoy Orpheans ; from Sept. 29th
onwards (and also from now until Aug. 30th)
both bands will play, but the Selma Band is
"resting " until further .notice.

Working F 8 Q Q.
IN an interesting letter from Weybridge,

Mr. R. J. Denny informs me that he
has been in touch with F 8 Q Q. This

is the station --said to be an Egyptian one-
that was recently working with MacMillan's
kxpedition to the North Pole. Apparently
the correct address of the station is M.
Richard Jamas, 24, Rue des Cadourques,
Colsors, France, but after September 1st
the call F 8 Q Q will be used from Saigon
(Indo-China).

Signals from Chili.
USING his Reinartz-Weagant receiver

(which was described in " P.W." some
months ago), Mr. Denny has also

picked up signals from the Chilian amateur,
Mr. E. Guerara, who was formerly a student
at Bradford Technical College. By sending
radio greetings to his old school over a dis-
tance of 6,000 or 7,000 miles, the Chilian
transmitter recently set up a record, which
Bradford thinks will take a lot of beating.

Voices of the Dead.

"
WHAT did Gladstone say in '81 ? "

Whatever it may have been, the
B.B.C. thinks that gramophone

records of speeches, etc., need not be new
to be interesting so .they propose to

Popular Wireless

broadcast records upon which the voices of
famous men of the past have been preserved.
The British Museum has a great selection
of these historical " voices," including Lord
Alfred. Tennyson'q but unfortunately many
are defective, and would require a lot of
touching up before they could be put on the
air.

An Inspiring Feature.
THERE is something very attractive

about the idea of these dead voices
being brought to life again and

speaking to Britain in a way that was im-
possible until a few years ago. I hope the
arrangements do not miscarry, for if the
technical difficulties with the cracked or
mutilated records can be overcome, the
celebration of anniversaries by wireless will
become an inspiring feature of the B.B.C.'s
activities.

The Wireless Doctor:
BY an exchange of wireless messages in

mid -ocean, the 'Surgeon on the
White Star liner Baltic " was able to

prescribe treatment for a sick officer on an
oil -tanker, which probably saved his life.
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SHORT WAVES.

= " Daily Mail."= * * *
=

= =
= ' " My orchestra has not played a single note E
E of jazz in either the concert hail, recording- ...,

room, or broadcasting station, and it never will. =
F. it is all nonsense to say that jazz is the only way E.
= to the heart of the modern young man and B
= woman. The good old stagers among the pope- E
E lar classics are as welcome to -day as ever they B
= were." ---Mr. J. H. Squire, Conductor of the B
= Celeste Ortette. -
= . -
7.111111111111111111111111111111111111MIIIIIMIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIMMtha

== - =
" But what broadcasting is to -day is nothing

B to what it may be, should be, and in all prob-
= ability will be, five years hence. An invention
B so ingenious, so adaptable, the. source of so
= much pleasure, and capable of such indefinite E
= expansion, raises public issues of the first =
7-4 moment."-" Sunday Times."

E-

12: " Very few broadcasting stations (in America) 12.
= are operating with any direct profit. No =
= broadcasting station in the country. is making
= money to -day. Some handle indirect adver- =
= tieing with some source of revenue; so far, I =
= believe, no stations have been able to meet =
= expenses with this income."-Mr. P. Crosley, E
= at the Annual Convention of the Radio Mann- =
= facturers Association Atlantic City, U.S.A. E=

* =
" The development of the wireless industry B

= in Great Britain has reached such a high state =
of efficiency that American wireless apparatus B

= manufacturers cannot Lope to compete hi B
= the British market."-" American Trade B
E Report." g-= * * =
E There are millions of people who listen F.
=_ -practically every day, and most of these =
= people would welcome a brighter and more F.
= enterprising spirit in our broadcasting."-

The oil steamer did not carry a doctor, but
sent out a radio appeal that was picked up
by the " Baltic." Following a full description
of the symptoms, the correct treatment
was described by wireless.

Paderewski.
I am informed that it is not yet definite

that this great pianist will broadcast again
in the winter.

Water -Cooled Valves:
WIRELESS work is full of snags, but

one of the trickiest that I remember
hearing of was the one in connection

with the water-cooling of the valves at
5 X X. As all good valve -users know, the
plate of a valve is at a high positive potential.

and 'Fireless Review, August 29th,

And in transmitting valves it is not a mere
100 volts or so H.T+, but 10,000 volts on
the plate ! To cool th'ese plates with
hundreds of gallons of water (which is
quite a good conductor at this voltage) was
a Daventry problem that required a lot: of
solving. The difficulty was eventually
overcome by breaking up a column of water
into a series of very fine jets, which resulted
in making the resistance of the water
column infinitely high for all practical
purposes.

A Good Story Teller.
ISTENERS who remember his excel-

lent burglar stories, will welcome the
announcement that Mr. A. J. Alan

-narrator of " My Adventure in Jermyn
Street "-is to broadcast to all stations
another of his stories on September 9th.
This will be called . " The Story of .alte
B.B.I.," and I shall certainly listen -in ,on
Wednesday week to hear what Mr. Alan
lute taaaay About the 13.B.1.-wliatcyar
that may be.

'I." 5 V R Calling.
THE Edison Swan Electric Co. have

just,tleen allotted the ,

5 ,V It, and experimental trans-
missions will commence shortly upon 23,
45, and 90 metres. Other call -signs .which
have been allotted recently are : 5 Z A;
Mr. -R. T. Wright, 2, Grove Park Terrace,
Chiswick, London, W.2 ; and 5 I L, Mr. E.
J. Pepperell, 337, Cowbridge Read, Canton,
Cardiff. In all cases reports of reception
will be welcomed, and 5 V R. is willing
to arrange special tests with anyone upon
request.

A Unidyne Pilgrim..
MR. H. V. SIMPSON, Of 4?..-We.9tbrook

Villas, Darlington, telli me that
he has been overwhelmed with

letters about his Unidyne (Det. and L.F.)
since his results were published in " P.W.'s "
Correspondence columns recently ; and one
instance of a pilgrim who journeyed from
afar to see the set is so remarkable that
I cannot do better than tell it in Mr. Simp-
son's own words. After referring to the
great number of visitors who had called,
he says :

Some Enthusiast !
"ONE gentleman came over forty miles

to hear and see my  set, and he
admitted that its volume was

a revelation to him. Frankly, he was
delighted, and although he could only stay
about three-quarters of an hour-owing
to limited train service-he was quite
satisfied at what he had heard and seen.
Some Unidyne enthusiast ! Forty-four
miles there and forty-four miles back to
hear a set just for three-quarters of an hour !"

A Unidyne Club?
AT the end of Iris letter, Mr. Simpson

makes a very interesting suggestion,
arising out of his experiences with

H.T.-less sets. " Could we not form a
Unidyne society or club ? " he says. " The
ordinary radio clubs are in the H.T. rut,
and cannot do much to help the enthusiast
who uses a one -battery set. So why not
form a society of our own, where Unidyne
experiments may be discussed and new 4 -
electrode features hooked -up and tried out ?

ARIEL.
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IT was during the winter 1923-24 that
the broadcasting movement first
reached Austria. At this time the

associated factory of the Western -Electric
Company in Vienna erected a 100 -watt
transmitter and began to broadcast regular
programmes three times weekly on a wave-
length of 700 metres. This private station
was provisionally licensed by the General
Post Office and did pioneer work.

Two Classes of Listeners.
In July, 1924, the houses of parliament

finally determined the laws and regulations
for telegraphy (including wireless) in Austria,
and a company, the " Radio Austria
Verkehrs Gesellschaft " (R A V A 0), was
formed and licensed for inter -Austrian
wireless communication. The government,
the city of Vienna, several banks, and
radio factories participate in this company.
The naval station in the building of the
former war office was rebuilt into a broad-
casting station, as will be described later.

The latter commenced broadcasting in
September and was officially opened on
October 1st, 1924. The activities of the
company concerning broadcasting' are con-
trolled by a board of management con-
sisting of 22 representatives of the different
district governments arid corporations in-
terested in broadcasting, of which nine are
delegates of the principal amateur clubs.
The listeners have to get their licences at
the nearest post office, and are divided into

The main transmitting panel at Radio -Wien.

A Special Article by our Corre-
spondent in Vienna,

PAUL 3. GORDON-FISCHEL.

two classes. The first class of
listeners with an annual income
of less than £240 pay a tax of
13s. 6d. per annum, the second
class £2 Os. 6d. per annum, and
the radio dealers from £4 2s 3d.
to £10 19s. 5d. per annum,

It is proposed to erect relay stations in.
the different parts of Austria, the first of
which, a 500 -watt Western -Electric set, has
been built in Graz, the capital of Styria.
To help crystal reception in more extended
surroundings of Vienna, a high -power
station is under construction in one of its
suburbs. This station will be a Telefunken
20 kw. transmitter, with a modulated
energy of 5 kw. for 'phone work.

The number of licensed listeners has risen
between October, 1924, and May, 1925, from
38,000 to 154,000 in the first class, and
from 600 to 3,100 in the second class, and
of radio dealers from 400 to 750. Quite
interesting. is the fact that in Vienna alone
the number of dealers rose from 350 in
October, 1924, to 850 in December, and then
suddenly dropped again to 350 in January,
1925 ; the expectation for a smart Christmas
business in radio articles bei.7s the cause ;
and, in fact, the standard gift of Christmas,
1924, was a radio set. At this time one
could hardly find a street in Vienna without
a radio dealer ; booksellers and tobacconists,
drapers and pastrycooks, they all had radio
parts and sets in their windows.

The Control -Room.
As mentioned before, the location of a

former naval station has been used for the
transmitter of " Radio -Wien." The two
aerial masts had to be raised 33 ft. and have
now a total height of 140 ft. The 230 ft.
long T7aerial has a height of 130 ft. over the
fan -shaped counterpoise. The installation
of the transmitter is divided into six rooms
on two floors. Beside the door to the con-
trol -room stands the time -signal apparatus,
an arrangement of two bells which are elec-
trically controlled by the chronometer
which is to be seen through the operators'
control window.

Under this window stands -a table with a
loud speaker and at its other side the well-
known metal strip microphone of Siemen$
and Halske with the cover taken off. Ti'i

The control -room in which an engineer regulates the transmission.

according to the number
of inhabitants of their
town ; these taxes can be
paid monthly. The.licen-
ces are furnished with

 coupons which are taken
off by the radio dealer
and controlled by the
R AV AG when the
amateur buys one of the
following articles : a com-
plete radio set," a pair
of headphones, a loud
speaker, a transmitting
valve.

box of this microphone includes a one -valve
amplifier coupled by a special transforiner.
On the draped wall one sees the control bOx
which indicates to the announcer the
operation of the transmitter by pilot lights.

In the control -room one sees before the
window two loud speakers, one of which is
connected to a receiver, enabling the opera-
tor to control the transmissions. On the
writing -table stands the speech-amplifi
consisting of three stages resistance couple
L.F. amplification and using three Tele-,
funken type B.O. valves. They may be
seen through the open door of the amplifier.

(Continued on page 6.)
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In tie middle of the table is the key for
announcing the beginning- of transmission,
and beside it stands the output amplifier
containing a 11.V. 21 valve. It is con-
nected by transformers and a shielded cable
with the transmitter in the next floor.
Under the control -Window stands a
telephone. Next to the control -room is a
small room containing the accumulators for
the different amplifiers and a staircase
leading, to the upper floor.

The Transmitter.
The transntitter was first built with 'one

-main transmitting tube and then enlarged
by connecting a second tube of the same
size in parallel. Through that the C.W. out-
put energy was raised from 1 kw. to 1.5 kw.,
the modulated energy now being about
500 watts. The input transformer in the
circuit is connected in the grid -circuit of the
two modulator -valves which modulate the
grill current and thereby change the grid -
filament resistance of the. two oscillator -
tubes. The side view of the transmitter
stand shows the two Telelunken 11.S. 15

The power control panel and H.T. generators.

The studio, showing the metal strip Siemens-Halske microphone with its cover removed.

transmitting tubes and be-
tween them the two small
modulator valves, type R.S.
55.

Wave -lengths Used.
The wave -length range of

the station is from 250 to
550 metres, regular trans-
missions taking place on
530 metres. The oscillating
circuit is tuned by fixed
Dubilier-condensers, the fine
adjustment being made by a
variable condenser. Reaction
is controlled by a variometer.
The aerial circuit consists of
the vario-coupler, a set of
aerial -series -condensers, and
a variometer for tuning.

At one side of the trans-
mitting -room is the room for
the different storage -bat-
teries. There are two sets of
accumulators, giving 20 volts.
260 ampere hours for heat-
ing the filament of the oscil-
lator -valves, the two other
sets feeding the modulator -
valves with 12 volts, 60
ampere hours. Only one of
each set is in use at the
same time, the other being
recharged.

Re -broadcasting System.
In the room at the other

side of the transmitter four
generating sets are located,
two of them for charging the
accumulators, the other two
for generating the high ten-
sion for the oscillator. Each
of the latter consists of three
machines : the driving motor
fed with 220 volts D.C., the
high voltage generator with
two series -coupled rotors,

giving 4,000 volts D.C. and .the exciter.
They are shown in the photo together with
the power control panel. Over the switch-
board one sees the filter arrangement, con-
sisting of the usual series chokes and
shunt -condensers.

The station is connected with one of
Vienna's greatest corert halls, and a cable
to the opera house is under construction.
For re -broadcasting of foreign programmes a
supersonic heterodyne receiver and a frame
ael'ial are used ; at the frequent tests the
reproduction of 5 X X was especially good.

The Vienna broadcasting station is
announced as follows : " Hallo, hallo, bier
Radio -Wien auf Welle 530 ! " It can be
received in this country only with a selective
set, as Berlin on 505 metres and Zurich on
515 metres are difficult to cut out.

TO OUR READERS.
In the issue of " Popular Wireless "

dated week -ending September 12th,
will be published the first article of

A NEW SERIES FOR
THE CONSTRUCTOR.
Throughout the summer months the

technical staff have been busy designing
and constructing a number of new, and in
many cases novel, types of receiving sets.

These receivers will be described in a
series of specially written and illustrated
articles. Any constructor who wants

E sound information about really reliable TE--

E receivers will be interested in this new
- series, which will commence in " P.W."

for week ending --Ls-

=
September 121/i.

BEAR THE DATE IN MIND -1--
7a--- AND DO NOT MISS No. 1 OF
= THIS NEW SERIES.
= =_,

Fdliminim:.:inillm!milliiinimiffillwil.p. mina

717--

L7.

4i*
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LONG DISTANCE
TRANSMISSION.

A SHORT APPENDIX.
By Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

(Scientific Adviser to "Popular Wireless.")

This article may be regarded as the second and con- #
eluding part to the article " Long Distance Trans- #
mission," by Sir Oliver Lodge, which was puJolished last #
week. This appendix deals with the simple geometry

of the Reinartz Theory of Reflection.-The Editor......  1 - ---*

-+E 9+-

OiiS of the
thousand
toot masts
at the Ste.
Aesise Radio
Station near

Paris.

we could be granted the s tarp reflecting
layer, concentric with the earth and at
a considerable distance above it.

postulated by Mr. John L. Reinartz as 1/4.
consistent with his admirable experimentalv
results, the geometry of long-distance
transmission would be so simple that any-
one can amuse him or herself by .working
it out. For instance, thus :

Twenty-five Reflections. .

The smallest nundier of reflections whirl:
will reach the Antipodes must be two,
since the mdst effective Waives must start
and arriVe,,Thearly talie-entially to I

earths surface. ()nop, reffectionAnuld only
reach What may be called the etrator, the
position of the observer being i.,i led the
pole-i.e. his relative pole, not the north
pole.

Two rcections KWh the,anti-pole-
i.e. the Antipodes, if the reflecting layer is

Path of traL13111i331.0.1 from S. to R. by two hypothetica
reflections from a niAnting layer at a height ( .1,2-1)R.

sufficiently high. Three reflections will do
it with a lower elevation of the reflecting
layer, four with a still less elevation, and so
on. . To construct the paths in the differ-
ent cases we may proceed thus :

(See Fig. A). Draw a .cirele representing
the reflecting layer : inscribe in that circle
a square : then inscribe in the square
another circle to represent the earth. Place
the observer in the middle of one of the
sides. His Antipodes will be in the middle
of the opposite side. The path of the waves
will be half round the square, and the height
of the reflecting layer above the earth will
be ( \/2) -1 or .414 times the radMs of the
ear .1. That is to say, it will be about 40 per
cent. of the radius, or rather over 1,600
Hiles. That is the requirement for two
reflections to be effective.

Next draw another circle and inscribe
in it a hexagon (Fig. B). The height of the

2
reflecting layer in that case will he -1 or

/3
155 times the earth's radius-that is, about
600 miles. That is the requirement for
three reflections. I consider that it cannot

Eking one inc--e. examle. To get trans-
nusion to the Antipodes' y four reflections,
an (Dotage-. -must be inscribed in the outer
circle, with the earth drawn inside it ; and
the height, ofAhe atmosphere in that case.
will be .0824.tfines the earth's radius, or say
420 ntitIa;

In gerral we may say : To obtain the
result by fi reflections, the sides of a 2n-agon
will give the path of-the light ; thice,,ntral
angle between the observer's position and

the point of first reflection will be =+-' -;3110".: 90

and the height of floe reflecting layer above
the earth will- be the secant of this angle
minus one (sec

9-0
-I) times theradius of the

earth. Plie secant to the angle can he
looked out in. the tables ; for. instance, for
five reflections it will be IS', of -Yhich the
secant is. 1.0515, and the height of the
reflecting layer 206 miles. For six reflections
the angle will be 15', the height 140 miles,
and so on, without limit. In order that a
reflecting layer only 80 miles -high Might be
serviceable, the above angle would'be about
3r, and the number of reflections required
to reach the Antipodes would be 25.

Gradual Ray Curvature.

It most be understood that I am not
supporting this simple theory of regular
reflection from a sharp atmospheric layer.

I hold that, long-distance transmission must
be due to a gradual curvature of the rays
after the fashion of mirage, such curvature
having been shown by high mathematics
to be a possible and expected result from an
ionised condition of the air ; to which
experimental physics hits added the vital
fact that solar radiation, and ultra -violet
light generally, can ionise or decompose
atoms.
No Sharp Boundary.

The ionisation, in this more elaborate Init
apparently truer theory, must chiefly occur
in the upper atmosphere, probably in a
quiescent region above the ordinary turmoil..
of winds ; and it may still be spoken of as
a Heaviside layer; though, if we speak of
it of a " layer," we must remember that
it is probably- of a thickness to be expressed
in miles, and has presumably no sharp
boundary.

It is `1 a layer " in the sense of a limited
region concentric with the earth, of :maxi-
mum efficiency, bounded above and below
by regions in which the ionisation is either
less in amount or else less steady and
effieaaions.

Any such layer mayjresumably get
crumpled up at times; so as to interfere
with its efficiency. If so, then long-distance
transmission would be interfered with, as
long as that condition lasted. But the
upper atmosphere is known to be remark-
ably quiescent, owing to what is called the
high kinematic viscosity of gases at low
Pressure ; a circumstance which is explained

Path of transmission from S. to R. by three hypothetical
reflections from a supposed atmospheric layer at a
height (23-. - - 1) R. which in the case of the earth is

%," 3
600 miles.

in the kinetic theory of gases, and which
causes the last stages of exhaustion in the
production of a perfect vacuum to be so
slow.

For when the total pressure is. almost
nothing, the differences of pressure, such as
cause movement, must be smaller still ;
which after all is a matter of common sense
when pointed out.

Individual molecules -will be moving -at
their proper rate, depending for their
average speed on temperature, but the
ether waves are too big to trouble about
individual molecules or ions ; they will
deal with them statistically or in groups, and
the rate of wave transmission will be in-
fluenced not by the motion of the atoms,
but by their electrical properties.

For, whether they are moving or standing
still, their speed is insignificant compared
with the speed of 'ether waves-that is,
compared with the speed of light. It is
as the speed of a snail to the speed of a
motor -ear.
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Conducted by our Staff Consultant, Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.
A New Super -Het. Gadget.la LUCIEN LEVY, who has been

closely associated with the super-
heterodyne circuit from the begin-

ning, has recently produced a simple single -
valve block which will enable anyone to
convert an existing multi -valve set into a
super -het. receiver.

The adapter is self contained, the internal
circuits being arranged that the valve acts
as an oscillator, producing local waves
which " beat " with the incoming signals
and produce a supersonic frequency. The
same valve also rectifies the supersonic
frequency, which appears as a wave -length
of 3,000 metres in the primary of a tuned
H.F. transformer contained in the plate
circuit. The secondary of the transformer is
brought out to two terminals on the adapter
block, these being connected to .the input
circuit of the first H.F. stage on the existing
set. The input of the adapter is connected
across the aerial inductance in the ordinary
way. It should be borne in mind that the
Levy " converter " can only be used with
an existing valve set, which contains at
least one stage of H.F. amplification. It
will not work when coupled directly to a
detector valve.

This interesting gadget is already on the
market in France, and will, no doubt, shortly
be made available to amateurs in this
country.
Patent Transformer Assembly.

I see that a patent has been granted for
a method of making a transformer in which
the coils are first wound upon a core of the
" open " type, this being afterwards fitted
into a thick iron case, the magnetic circuit
being completed through the case. This
method, or something very like it, seems so ,
familiar that one would hardly have thought
a patent could be obtained for it. It has, of
course, certain drawbacks. In the frst
place, unless the core fits very accurately
into the case, there will be a considerable
increase in the reluctance of the magnetic
circuit as compared with that of a closed
circuit, and secondly, it is not easily possible
to laminate the iron container, so that eddy -
current losses will be considerable in that
part of the circuit.
Protecting Valves.

I noticed a simple little device illustrated
in the " Radio Digest " some little time ago,
consisting of a cover for the valves of an
open or baseboard -mounted set. -It is well
known that the valves of such a set are
very liable to destruction owing to the
accidental dropping amongst them of
pliers or other tools. To obviate this danger,
a cover is made from a short length of stiff
cardboard tube (such as is used for sending
drawings through the post) of suitable
diameter, fitted with a circular endpiece
gummed or glued in position, the tube
Wag provided with a slot through which
a \ ik" of the filament may be obtained.

Double Broadcast.

An ingenious system has been proposed
by an American professor, whereby greater
naturalness of tone and reproduction
are to be obtained. The process consists,
in effect, in " putting the broadcast into
three dimensions."

The simplest way to explain the new
system is as follows : It is well known that
the impressions received by the two ears,
when listening to a sound in the ordinary
way, are not quite identical, and that it is
the minute difference between the impres-
sions received by the right and left ears that

apart equal approximately to the average
distance between the human ears, and that
the sounds received by these two micro-

-phones are separately and simultaneously
broadcast (on different wave -lengths) ; two
receivers may then be used for picking up
the two separate impressions, a pair of
headphones being connected, one to each
of the two receivers, and the appropriate
'phone being applied to each of the two ears ;
the listener will then hear exactly what he
would have heard if he had been in the
studio, listening in the ordinary way. It
will be noticed that reproduction through a
loud speaker is useless for obtaining the
desired effect, as the two impressions are
combined in the loud speaker and the two
ears receive the same impression. The
essence of the system is that the two ears
of the listener shall receive different im-
pressions.

Not Original.

A brOadcasting station equipped for
transmitglon of this character would still
be available fc:.b the ordinary listener with a

The result of lightning striking a wireless aerial. This happened in America, and even in that country,
where thunderstorms are very frequent, such occurences are rare.

enables the observer to perceive the
"-solid " effect, the bearing and distance of
the source of sound, as well as other par-
ticulars. It seems, in fact, that the two
ears do very much the same sort of thing
for the hearing that the two eyes do for the
vision, that is, they give the " stereoscopic "
effect, or, as it is called in hearing, the
" binaural " effect.

In ordinary broadcasting, the micro-
phone picks up the sound at one particular
place, and when the sound has been trans-
mitted and received in the usual way, the
listener hears precisely the same thing in
the two ears ; he hears, in fakt, what lie
would have heard if his two ears had been
put together and placed in the position
occupied by the broadcastingb microphone.
In other words, the binaural effect is lost,
and the result is flat," in the sense that
an ordinary photograph or an ordinary
cinema picture is " flat."

Transmitting Two Impressions.
Suppose., however, that two microphones

are used, located in the studio, at a distance

single receiver, for he would still be able
to tune to one or other of the two wave-
lengths of the station, and would simply
receive -the same transmission as if there
were only the one microphone.

I may say that there is nothing new in all
this. In fact, I believe I remember sug-
gesting it myself in the early daya-of -
broadcasting. And even then it was not -

original, for it was merely a special applica-
tion of a principle' which had been well
understood and considerably used during
the War.

A Useful Alloy.
I see that a raffia chrome alloy has been

- produced, which can be applied to ordinary
m s by the procesS of electro-deposition

-7hich is said to give, in this way, a
sii e equal in hardness to that of some
of the hardest steels. The coating, more-
over, is rustless and is extremely resistant
to acids and to corrosive agents generally.
It is stated to he likely to come into genesel

(Csatinued en page
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The New HQ
A handsome new Loud Speaker
possessing the same beauty of
outline as the luxurious Q -type
whilst retaining the full volume
and sensitiveness of 'the well.
known Ill. Can be supplied
either in a rich brown -colour or
a glossy black. Polished mahog-
any base with nickelled fittings.
A superb instrument which will
charm everyone with, its excep-
tional fidelity of repro-
duction. Height 23 its
1000 ohms.
Also in 120 and 2000 ohms.

6

The New A -type
At last we have been able to
produce the new Brown A -type
headphones at the sensational
price of 30/.. The same famous
tuned reed movement is used.
At such a low price you cannot
afford to be without a pair of
genuine Brown A -
type Headphones- 30/-famous throughout
the world.

Brown Featherweight
JHeadphones sold crew'.

where at 20/- per pair
(1000 ohms resistance).

Standard  rown
Loud Speakers
H2, 120 ohms E2 5 0

2000 ohms /2 8 0
4000 ohms £2 10 0
120 ohms £5 5 0
2000 ohms £5 8 0
4000 ohms £5 10 0

Q type In all resistances £15 15 0

BRITISH THROUGHOUT

As pleasing to the
eye as to the ear

-this elegant krown Cabinet Loud
Speaker marks a new era in design

IT has been left to the manufacturers of the first
Wireless Loud Speaker to produce the first British

Cabinet Loud Speaker. The handsome Instrument illus-
trated above .is a welcome relief to some of the more usual
type of Loud Speakers. -Beautifully finished in a rich
rosewood shade and Made .of .the best mahogany, it will
undoubtedly achieve a very wide measure of popularity.

The same superb volume and purity of tone so character-
istic of the Brown Will be found in thii new Cabinet
model. If you have been prejudiced against the use of Loud
Speakers-either on account of their appearance or their
performance-your last objection has now been removed.

For supreme beauty of outline, clarity

vrown Cabinet Loud Speakers stands
of tone and ample volume, the new ot6/6/0,
alone. Supplied in all resistances.

S. G. Brown, Ltd., N. Acton, London, W.3
Showrooms 19 Mortimer Street, W.I. 15 Moorfields, Liverpool.

67 High Street. Southampton.
Depots (Wholesale oaly): 13 Bushy Park, Bristol.

5 Wilson's Court, New:castle-on-Tyne.

HEADPHONES AND LOUD SPEAKERS

The New 113
A new Loud Speaker embodying
all the well-known Brown
features. Although only 15 inches
high it gives the same superb tone
us the larger 111 and is equally
clear on speech and music. No
other Loud Speaker on the
market within several pohnds of
its price can give such a
fine volume as the H3.
In all resistances

The New H4
We are proud of being able to offer
areal Brown Loud Speaker-Brit -
ish throughout, and a replica in
every detail of the larger models
-at the amazingly- low price of
30/-. Small in size but big in
performance' it is
wonderful value for
money. 2020 0/111111.
Height 10 inches.

30/ -

The New
Crystavox

The new and improved horn
now fitted to the Crystavox will
enable this Loud Speaker to give
an exceptional volume of sound
direct from a Crystal Set without
the use of valves. The powerful
Daventry Station will permit
thousands of Crystal Set
users to get Loud
Speaker results direct
from a Cryetavox.

1.tb

£6

0
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Importantfinnouncement/
ONE of the most decisive and beneficial

steps ever taken in the history of British
Wireless has been accomplished by a
collaboration between the world-renowned
manufacturers of Mullard Valves and Philips
Glovvlampworks Ltd., the famous lamp and
valve makers in Holland.
This outstanding collaboration secures for
the British Wireless Industry-

(1) The stoppage of all imported foreign
valves into Great Britain, Northern
Ireland or the Irish Free State by Messrs.
Philips, the largest exporters of Radio
Valves to this country.

This will mean an immediate call for
INCREASED BRITISH PRODUCTION
to meet the demands of the home market,
thus producing
MORE WORK FOR BRITISH LABOUR!

(2) The exclusive use in Great Britain by
the Mullard Radio Valve Co. Ltd. of all
Philips Patents and improved manu-
facturing processes relating to the
specialised' manufacture of Radio
Valves.

This means that all Mullard Valves will
be produced under the combined valuable
Philips and Mullard Patents and will be
manufactured in Great Britain, thereby
providing an enormous increase in the em-
ployment of skilled and unskilled British
Labour.

(3) The use of all machinery designs of
Messrs. Philips by the Mullard Co. in
connection with the manufacture of
Radio Valves. These designs 'are ex-
tremely valuable and are exclusive for
use in England to the Mullard Co.

The advantage of the very latest designs
in machinery cannot -be overrated. The
delicate and highly:skilled work of valve
manufacture will be improved and increased
by the use of this modern plant, and there
will be

AMPLE SUPPLIES OF
MASTER VALVES FOR EVERYBODY.

(4) The combined efforts of both the
Mullard and Philips technical experts
to obtain from experiments and re-
search in their extensive laboratories
all radio valve developments from
time to time.

This means that Mullard Valves will carry
the superior advantages of thorough research
and contain the most advanced designs for

PERFECT RADIO RECEPTION.
This gift of service to the British Wireless
Industry will consolidate and preserve the
high standard in the productions of Great
Britain and further the endeavour for the
improved

EXCELLENCE OF
BRITISH BROADCASTING.

The Radio Public of this country will be
the first to recognise the, wonderful advan.
tages of this Master Collaboration particu-
larly when it means
MORE WORK FOR BRITISH LABOUR

AND
BETTER RADIO VALVES

Support British Endeavour and
BUY BRITISH GOODS

Mullard
THE  MASTER -VALVE

11111111101i

- Advt. The Mullard Wireless Service Co., Ltd., 45, Nightingale Lane, Balhanz, London, S.IV.12
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REFLEX
The Scientific Coil

that gives
PERFECT Results
The scientific winding of the Reflex Coil
has, eliminated the necessity for ebonite,
cardboard, and all other capacity -causing
supports; the coil is entirely self-support-
ing. The advantage of this construction
has been proved by experts-hence the

.1100,1.0.10.00A, io
1'0, A

wonderful popularity of Reflex Coils.

PRICES:
Wave -length with '0005 in parallel (approx.).

Su.

No. 25, 100- 250 .. 8d. No. 250, 900-2500 3/3
No. 35, 150- 353 .. 8d. No. 300, 1200-3000 4/3
No. 50, 200- 500 9d. No. 400, ! 500-4000 5;3
No. 75, 300- 750 1/- No. 500, 2000-5000 6/3
No. 100. 400-1000 1/2 No. 600,2500-6000 7/6
No. 125, 500-1250 1/6 No. 750,3000-8000 8/ 6
No. 150, 600-1500 1/8 No. 1000, 4000-10500 10/-
No. 175, 740-1750 .. No. 1250, 5000-15000 11/-
No. 200, 800-2000 .. 2/9 No. 1500, 6000-18000 121-

5 X X Loading for Crystal Sets, 1:6

Reflex Coils can be obtained from all good wireless dealers, or direct from
us. Postage 3d. on single coils, Id. extra for each additional coil.

411111%iiicvmr.10000. The REFLEX COIL PLUG
Users of Reflex Coils will and they can
obtain the best results by using the specially
designed Reflex Coil Plug. Lapped Ebonite.
Nickel Plated Fittings. Each packed in
separate carton. PRICE 1/ -

The REFLEX RADIO CO.
45, Stamford Hill, N.16

Telephone : Clissold 3428. Cables : " Reef rad, Stoke, London,"

.1!Ili11111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111114

Wireless Enthusiasts-
for

Sharp Tuning,
Clear Speech, &

Maximum Strength
' 118e

" TANGENT "
TUNING COILS

PRICE 4/3 to 10 -=
--L. according to wave-le:::th.

GENT
"Faraday Works," LEICESTER,

Mioionnonannowoolii n000noloammononnowilloonoinoiloo0"--Q

I.:f ud

0'
0 r
, r t. 05

The Right Resistance
There is always just one volue of the grill leak best
suited to the characteristics of your detector valve.
Tone quality, signal strength, good reception, all depend
in no small measure upon this correct resistance being
obtained -and maintained. Don't handicap your receiver
-use a Watmel and make sure of obtaining the exact
value. Send for descriptive folder.

GRID LEAK (Black knob) - ANODE Resistance (Red
'5 to 5 me ohms knob; 50 COO to 100,000 ohms

2/8 3 6
io.eoo to F0,003 ohms (Green knob) 3.6

The Wireless Co., Ltd.,
332a, Caswell Road,
London, E.C.1.

TEL.: Clerkenwell 7900.
EINC.ISHIRE A CHESHIRE REPRESEVI

Mr. J. B. Levee, 23, Hartley Street.
Levenshuline, .11.4NCHESTER.

P

/'r/"

lest in 1853
best in 1925
Two essentials go to the making of
every consistent product-know-
ledge and experience.
We have always made good batteries
because we have the resources and the
right men to use them effectively. But
to -day we make better batteries, because
for 72 years we have been tackling prac-
tical problems connected with battery
construction.
The Fuller L.S.L. Type Portable Plate
Type Accumulator is designed to meet the -

demand for an economical yet dependable
unit of 4 or 6 volts. It has proved wonder-
fully successful for Radio and other work.
All cells are fitted with non -corroding
grease -cup terminals and supplied iii
ebonite or celluloid cases.

Write
for
List
No.

250F .

0 P.TAB
BATTERIES

FULLER'S UNITED V

ELECTRIC WORKS, LTD.,
Chadwgll Heath - - - Essex

4

oV

4

Telephone
Telegrams
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ALTHOUGH the move of the high -
power station from Chelmsford in
Essex to Daventry in Northampton-

shire was in contemplation for a long time,
there does not appear to have been any
serious attempt to show how many people
benefited by the move and how many people
are worse off than they were previous to
the move. It is the purpose of the present
article to attempt to find out these two
things within the limits of the figures
available.

As far as crystal reception goes, it will be
assumed that .5 X X has an effective range
of seventy-five miles. This is probably a
somewhat conservative estimate. The writer
has obtained good crystal reception from
5 X X, both on home-made sets and on
commercial sets, at double that distance.

* -*--4-4-0-4.-----0-4.1.--4-4-0-4.-4-*

CHELMSFORD AND
DAVENTRY.

A Comparison.

By OLIVER HALL, D.Sc.

Leicester, Rutland, Hereford, Worcester,
Warwick, Northampton, Hunts, Cam-
bridge, Bedford, Bucks, Oxford, Gloucester,
Berks, Middlesex, London, Hertford. In
addition, half of Lincolnshire, half of Shrop-
shire, half of Wiltshire, and portions of

Hants, Surrey, Essex,
Suffolk, and Norfolk
lie within the Daven-
try circle. The total
population enclosed
by this Daventry
circle must be some-
where in the neigh-
bourhood of fourteen
and a half millions.

A glance at Fig. 1
shows that the land
area within the
Daventry circle is
greater than the land
area within the
Chelmsford circle.
The Daventry circle
encloses a land area of
about eighteen thou-
sand square miles.
The Chelmsford circle
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Still, seventy-five miles is perhaps the most
useful average figure for our present purpose.

Fig. 1 is a map of England and Wales,
on which the counties are indicated. On
this -map two circles are drawn, one with
Chelmsford as centre and the other with
Daventry as centre. Each of these circles
has a radius representing seventy-five
miles.

Counties Affected.
The counties which come wholly or nearly

wholly within the Chelmsford circle are:
Norfolk, Suffolk, 'Essex, Kent, Sussex,
Hunts, Cambridge, Bedford, Bucks, Hert-
ford, Middlesex, London, and Surrey.
About half of each of the following counties
also comes within the Chelmsford circle :
Northampton, Oxford, and Berks. Working
from the latest population figures for the
counties named, the total population with-
in the seventy -five -mile circle round
Chelmsford must be something like twelve
and a half millions.

Considering now the Daventry circle,
the counties which lie wholly or almost
wholly within it are : Derby, Staffs, Notts,

encloses a land area of
thirteen thousand five
hundred square miles
-that is, a land area
three-quarters the size
of the land area en-
closed by the Daventry
circle. Within- the
Chelmsford circle, how-
ever, the density of
population is well over
nine hundred per
square mile, while the
density of population
within the Daventry
circle is only just over
eight hundred per
square mile.

A careful perusal of
the map in Fig. 1

shows that the counties
which probably bene-
fited most by the m-
moval of 5 X X' from
Chelmsford to Daven-
try are Northampton,
Rutland, Leicester,
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Warwick, Huntingdon, and the norther
portions of Oxfordshire, Bucks, and Bed,
ford. The counties which suffered tha
most by the move are Norfolk, Suffolk,
Essex, Kent, Surrey, and Sussex. The
large number of crystal users in London
and Middlesex are also much the worse off
for the move.

When dealing with valve reception, it is
rather difficult to lay down any hard and
fast rules as to range. There are so many
different types of valve receivers, and the
question is further complicated by the use
of loud speakers in addition to telephones.
Probably the best thing to do is to study
some such map as that given in Fig. 2. In
this figure, circles are drawn of radii
seventy-five, a hundred and fifty, and three
hundred miles with both Chelmsford and
Daventry as centres.

Valve Set Results.
With a good aerial -earth system, it should

be possible to get fair loud -speaker results
from 5 X X up to distances of a hundred
and fifty miles. The writer has obtained
such reception at such a distance with two
or three types of two -valve receivers. 5 X X
should be at good loud -speaker strength
with a three -valve receiver anywhere within"
the three -hundred -mile circles.

The chief effect of the transference of
5 X X from Chelmsford to Daventry, as far
as valve users are concerned, is an appreci-
ably greater range to the north, the west, and
the south-west. Many listeners in the north-
ern counties, in Wales, and in Devon and
Somerset no doubt heard 5 X X for the
first time from the new position at Daventry.
Ireland must also benefit considerably by
the move, as does also the south of Scotland.

0,0
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THERE seems to be a degree of mystery
surrounding the proposal that some
of the speeches at the League of

Nations Assembly at Geneva should be
broadcast.

I understand that at the invitation of the
International Union of Broadcasters, of
which Mr. Arthur Burrows is the manager,
the majority of continental stations have
decided to put out the speech of M. Briand,
the fiat delegate of France, on Sep-
tember 7th. Representations were made
to the, B.B.C. in the hope that they would
be able to join in the scheme.

A " Border -line " Subject.
The B.B.C. liked the idea, but they Bug--

gested that they would prefer to take not
onlyM. Briand's speech, but also that of Mr.
Austen Chamberlain, the first delegate of
Great Britain. This is, of course, one of
those border -line subjects concerning which
some people are of opinion that they are
definitely Party politic-, A reference to
the Post Office therefore became necessary,
and I understand that the Post Office have
misgivings about the whole thing. I gather
that negotiations are still in progress, and
for the good name of British broadcasting,
I. sincerely hope that the official mind
accommodates itself to the realities of the
position. It is pointed out, however, that
there is a precedent in the rejection by the
Post Office of a similar proposal that was
brought forward last year, in connection
with Mr. Ramsay MacDonald's speech at
Geneva.

Reading between the lines of various
announcements that appear in the Press,

metimes obscurely, but none the less
significantly, I think there is an indication
of. a general stiffening of attitude on the
part of the Post Office towards extending
broadcasting facilities. Since Lord Gain -
ford's reference to alternative programmes
in his speech at the opening of Daventry.
there has been no encouraging follow up.

Alternative Progammes. 
In reply to one newspaper correspondent.

a Post Office official declared that the B.B.C.
had never made any application for extend-
ing broadcasting facilities. This, of course,
is entirely wrong, and no doubt was due to
a misapprehension on the part of the official
concerned. There is ample evidence that
the B.B.C. has been clamouring for more
facilities for many months past. Up to a
certain point the attitude of the Post Office
appears to have been reasonable. Their
poSition is admittedly difficult, as they are
apt to be shot at from various quarters in
their effort to deal fairly with the conflict-
ing claims of the wireless services. But
since the announcement of the Government
Committee on Broadcasting, the Post Office
are justifying the attitude of negation on
the ground that no new enterprise should
be considered until the Committee furnishes
its deliberations. To accept this would
mean a very serious delay in meeting the
really urgent requirements of the British
Broadcasting system. There is really no
adequate provision for alternate pro-
grammes. If facilities for alternate pro-
grammes arc not put in hand until the end
of this year or the beginning of next, they
will not materialise until 1927. This would
be altogether lamentable from the point
of view of the British listener, who, not un-
naturally, wonders why he is denied for so
long a selection of at least two programmes.

If the official view prevails, and nothing
whatever is  done until early next year, I
should not be surprised to see a tremendous
outburst of irritation on the part of listeners
in general, and this will not be without its
reaction in the next session of Parliament.
There is certainly not so much force as is
supposed in the argument that the ether is
overcrowded with -signals. A very important
factor, and one to which insufficient atten-
tion is paid, is the large proportion of
inefficient and obsolescent apparatus in
use by the commercial and government
wireless services. If this apparatus were
brought up to date, many of the present
difficulties would disappear.

Checking Wavelengths.
Interesting and important scientific tests

were made on August 17th. By arrange -

Part of the interior of the Sheffield Studio.

meat through the International Union of
Broadcasters, the Eiffel Tower station
checked all the wave -lengths of all the
European stations that are included in the
Union.

The B.B.C. made their records at Hayes,
and subsequently were able to check the
calibration of the wave -lengths of all their
stations. This task was carried out in co-
operation with experts of the National.
Physical Laboratory.

Co-operation with Cinema Industry.
I understand that there -is a definite

movement on foot to secure co-operation
between broadcasting and the British
cinematograph industry. It is thought
that the B.B.C. should do something to
encourage the home cinema industry, and
also to help in the movement to improve
the ideals of the motion picture generally.
Some experiments are to be carried out in
the simultaneous broadcasting of the

dialogue which normally should accompany
the motion picture. V Expert opinion is
divided on the probability of the success
of these experiments ; but it is interesting
to note the beginning of what should become
an important development in the future.
,I gather that members of the Govern-

ment Broadcasting Committee are already
being inundated with the views of those
who are anxious to figure in the control of
the medium after 1926.

The Broadcasting Committee.
There is no doubt that the Committee

will have an arduous task to perform if it
attempts to balance all the arguments put
forward.

The advantages of unified, control are so
overwhelming that .the exponents of com-
petitive commercialised oroadcasting are
not likely to gain any ground. Some re-
constitution of the Board is probable, hut
those who are anxious to exclude the wire-
less manufacturers are likely to bF dis-
appointed.

The experiment of the last- two and a
half years -waS certainly not unsuccessful,
nor should it be forgotten that it was the
wireless manufacturers who risked their
Money to start. broadcasting In the first
instance. 'It is quite true that through the
sale of apparatus they benefited financi-
ally, but it is equally true that in Practice
they have allowed broadcasting to be con-

ducted fairly as a pub-
lic service in the best
interests of the
majority of listeners.

It is quite easy to
theorise about the
Constitution of a pub-
lic trust, but it is not
so easy to reduce its
formula to concrete
terms.

It is all very well
to clamour for the
additional representa-
tion of listeners ; but
how are you to de-
termine representa-
tion of listeners ? It
it is done on a'purely
parliamentary basis;
you would get repre-
sentatives of each of
the political parties
with the inevitable
cross currents of

jealousy and intrigue behind the scenes.
My own view is that the wireless manu-

facturers should be allowed to retain
representation up to about 50 per cent of
the Board. For the rest there should be a
newspaper proprietor, a representative of
literature, a representative of music, one
for education, and one for the entertain-
ment industry. If the concert industry
were at all reasonable, they would be en-
titled to a representative on this board ;
but in their present truculent frame of
mind, I doubt very much whether they will
secure this concession. The announcement
Of their intention to stop broadcasting, or
at least to cripple it, is not exactly a re-
commendation.

I hear that owing to recent causes con-
cerning which I can give no details at preeent,
it is unlikely that Plderewski will broadcast
several times ddring the winter season, as
I reported in last week's Notes.
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A six -valve Super -Heterodyne Receiver manufactured by the Radio
Corporation of America.

NOW that the super -heterodyne receiver
has proved its utility for long-range
work combined with selectivity, the

usual dispute has arisen as to who is the
inventor of the circuit. The question is one
of considerable importance, both to the
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WHO INVENTED THE
SUPER HET. ?

ANOTHER RADIO SURPRISE.
From a Special Correspondent.
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heterodyne principle in sets constructed at
home.

It should, perhaps, be mentioned that the
earliest Armstrong patent for a super -hetero-
dyne circuit is dated in December of 1918-
or more than a year later than the Levy

patent under which
the Western Electric

The studio of the Daventry station which is only to be used occasionally.

inventor, whose patent rights, if they can be
substantiated, will be worth a very large
sum of money, as well as to the general
public (including the home constructor),
who may be called upon to pay licence fees
for the privilege of using the circuit.

The Levy Patent.
The essential feature of the super-

heterodyne is the use of a local oscillator in
order to convert the incoming signal waves
into an intermediate frequency, which is
then passed through several successive
stages of amplification, prior to final
rectification of the audible sounds. Until
lately credit for the invention of this system
was universally given, both in the technical
press and in current text books, to Professor
E. H. Armstrong, the well-known American
radio engineer, whose name is also associated
with the principle of super -regeneration and
various other improvements in wireless
technique.

A few weeks ago, however, considerable
surprise was caused in wireless circles by the
publication of an announcement in the name
of the Western Electric Co., in which the
latter claimed to control the manufacture
and use of the super -heterodyne receiver
under British patent No. 143583. This
patent is dated August 4th, 1917, and was
originally granted to M. Lucien Levy, a
distinguished French radio scientist. The
notice in question warned both the trade
and the amateur alike against the conse-
quences of any infringement of the above -
mentioned patent, but added that licences
would be granted to amateurs, on reasonable
terms, allowing them to use the super -

Co. made their claim.

Further Doubt.
An examination of

the Armstrong and
Levy patents would
appear to show that
M. Levy's patent is
chiefly concerned with
a secret method of
transmission, in
which, however, the
principle of double
modulation-one of
an ultra -acoustic fre-
quency-is employed.
The reception of such
super -modulated sig-
nals would accord-
ingly necessitate the
use of double detec-
tion in the manner

that is characteristic of the present super-
heterodyne receiver.

On the other hand, Professor Armstrong's
patent describes a receiving circuit that
resembles more closely the ordinary super-

heterodyne now in common use, comprising
a local oscillator and first detector followed
by several stages of valve -amplification, and
finally a second detector serving to rectify
the audible signals.

,An element of doubt has now been thrown
upon buth of the above -mentioned claims
by a statement made by Mr. A. H. Morse,
A.M.I.E.E., in the " Electrician." Mr.
Morse calls attention to the fact that the first
use of the fundamental principle of super-
heterodyne reception is disclosed in patent
specification No. 252 of January 5th, 1914,
granted to two German inventors, Von Arco
and Meissner. In their specification, after
setting out the action both of ordinary and
harmonic heterodyne, the German inventors
go on to describe a method of creating an
intermediate frequency, by using one or
more local oscillators, combined with a final
detector for rectifying the audible signals.

This certainly appears to cover the vital
principle of double detection as now used in
the super -heterodyne circuit, although it
does not specifically mention the use of inter-
mediate valves for amplifying the supersonic
frequency. As matters now stand, there-
fore, it would seem that the super -heterodyne
circuit is by no means as modern as most
people imagine. If Mr. Morse's contention
is correct it was invented only a year after
the original discovery in 1913 of the prin-
ciple of reaction or back -coupling between
the grid and plate circuits of an ordinary
valve.

The aerial lead-in (centre) and the radiating earth wires at the high -power station, 5 X X, at Daveutry,
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CURRENT
TOPICS

NO little publicity has been given to the
announcement that Sir Arthur
Stanley, President of the Wireless

League, has offered a gold medal for the
best radio invention produced during the
next six mouths. One journal has gone so
far as to say, " the Stanley Medal, which

The generating plant and Diesel engines at St. Assise, near Paris.

will be to wireless what the Faraday and
Lanchester medals are to other branches of
scientific research, is a prize of - honour
calculated to spur on. experimenters in their
investigations into the improvement of
wireless communication." We understand
that the award will have to be approved by
the technical committee of the Wireless
League-but exactly who will serve on this
committee we do not know. Those re-
sponsible for the Wireless League have not
issued any information on the point. Unless
this committee is composed of real wireless
experts, the Stanley Medal will be of no
importance, and to compare it in import-
ance to the Faraday and Lanchester medals
is presumptions. BO if the technical com-
mittee consists of responsible wireless
engineers, then the Stanley Medal will be
worth competing for, and its award will
certainly have an important significance.
Meanwhile, -we invite the Wireless League
to be a little more explicit on the whole
subject.

New Wave -length Tests.
On the night of August 31st, commencing

at midnight, there will be an a11 -Europe
broadcast test, the importance. of which
cannot be over estimated,

The Geneva Broadcasting Conference
recently worked out a new hand of wave-
lengths for .inost of the British and Conti-
nental broadcasting stations, and these
neW wave -lengths are to be given a- practical
test ma August 31st.

- -

BY THE EDITOR.

The Stanley Gold Medal-The
Geneva Wave -length Tests-The
2 K F Hoax-The Wireless Season

The test is to last for two hours, and it is
one which should prove of interest and
value to any amateur. Each station will
broadcast its own programme, and its call
sign will be' given regularly every few
minutes, so listeners will have rather a
unique opportunity of recognising the

- stations they hear,
besides knowing
whether the new wave-
lengths minimise
interference in their
particular districts.

The success of this
new wave -length
scheine will depend
on the accuracy of
stations transmitting
on specially allocated
wave -lengths. Readers
will notice in the
following table that
fractions of a metre are
to be used ; this has
never been done before
by the B.B.C.

EXperts in Europe
and Great Britain are

assisting in a scheme ,to measure the wave-
lengths to be used : The National Physical
Laboratory will act for the B.B.C. The
alterations in British wave -lengths are given
below. Newcastle, Cardiff, and Edinburgh
are not affected.

Present NOW
AVfINC- Wave-
length length

Presen't New
Wave- wav6-
length length'

Aberdeen - 495 496 London - 365 304
Swansea - - 482 488 Leeds - - 346 343'-
Birmingham - 479 480 Plymouth - 338 339.
Belfast - 439 438 Hull - - 335 335.5
Glasgow - - 422 420 Dundee - 331 331.5
Bournemouth 386 387.5 Liverpool - 315 314.5
Manchester - 378 377.5 Nottingham 326 329

The 2 K F Hoax.
The hoax- prayed on Mr. .J. A. Partridge,

the well-known Wimbledon amateur, was
obviously planned by a person whose sense
of humour wants overhauling. The men-
"tality of the type of person who sends out
dozens of orders in the name of another
person, thereby seriously annoying- -

traders, is beyond the comprehension. Of the
average decent citizen. But these per-
verted jokes are not new, although this is
the first time we have heard of a wireless
amateur being hoaxed in this fashion.

But it must be rather disconcerting for
the hoaxer to realise that his silly little
plot miscarried, and that Mr. Partridge has
not suffered in the least as a result of the
" joke." .A prompt . circular letter to the
trade, and a notification to the police was
Mr. Partridge's sensible rejoinder to what
we can only describeas a stupid and rather
caddish trick.

The Wireless Exhibition.
Before many more weeks have passed

the " wireless season " will be in full swing
again. The season will probably get its
first real send off with the opening of the
Wireless Exhibition at the Albert, Hall.

POPULAR WIRELESS has decided not to
be represented at this exhibition. We have
decided on a rather more original course of
action, but the time is not yet ripe to give
the full details. But in any case we shall,
in the interests of our readers and adver-
tisers, fully review the exhibition at the
Albert Hall, and our issues dated week
ending September 12th and 19th will be
specially enlarged exhibition numbers.

Other important schemes for the benefit
 of readers during the winter will be an-
nounced in the course of the next few
weeks. .

M. Wilma, the French Finance Minister, broadca.tine his gold standard appeal to French listeners.
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1 NOTES ON TELEPHONES.
By WARING S. =OLE, A.M.I.E.E.

TO all external appearances, the well-
known headphone type of receivers
are much alike. Roughly, the instru-

ments may be divided into two types, viz.,
the simple diaphragm pattern, and the
armature or " reed " type, in which the
magnetic impulses are imparted firstly to
a small, delicately pivoted armature which

0
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is linked up to the diaphragm. This form
's used in the well-known " reed pattern "
telephone, and is developed further in the
' balanced armature " type of design em-

ployed in some makes of large loud
speakers. One great advantage of this
design appears in the central pull upon
the diaphragm, which avoids distortion to
a considerable extent.

Resistance No Advantage.
The ordinary diaphragm type of instru-

ment (Fig. 1 and la), however, works very
well, and the user
whose means will not
allow of the purchase
of the more expensive
type will get every
satisfaction from the
less costly article.
High resistance and
low resistance are
factors which need
to be understood in
the terms of electrical
efficiency.

Resistance, as re-
sistance, is a distinct
disadvantage. True
high resistance 'phones are wound with
high conductivity wire of very fine gauge,
about No. 47 S.W.G. copper, which enables
a large number of turns to be got on the
bobbins.

This produces a comparatively great effect,
as a small current will have the same effect
if sent round the pole -pieces a large number
of times as a larger current which only
traverses a few turns. Some makers have
gone so far as to produce a " high -resistance"
'phone indeed, but wound with compara-
tively few turns of high -resistance wire, a
thoroughly reprehensible swindle for which
there is no extenuation whatever.

In choosing a set of telephones a fair test
may be made, of sensitivity, by placing the
instruments over the ears and putting one
tag into the mouth. The other tag is
rubbed gently upon a small file or a key
which is held in the hand. A distinct
rasping sound will be heard in the ear-
pieces if the set is reasonably sensitive and
in good order.

Telephones should have the leads clearly
marked as to polarity, or continual use will
tend to demagnetise the magnets ; also the
signals will not come up to full strength
when the instrument is new. Far too
many makers neglect this important point,
and in such case the careful worker will
do well to conduct the following test :
Remove the ear -cap and diaphragm and
place a compass near to the pole -pieces until
the needle comes to rest. Arrange the 'phone
so that its magnetic pull sets the needle at
N.E.

Maintenance Hints.
Now place the 'phone leads on a battery

and note if the compass needle comes over
very slightly towards the telephone magnet.
If so, it proves that the current is circu-
lating the right way, and is tending to
strengthen the magnet. If, on the other
hand, the needle moves over towards
north, it shows that the current is passing,
in the wrong direction, and that the
magnets are being reduced in. strength.

Having satisfied himself on this point, the
user will do well to slip a piece of red sleeving
over the positive tag, if of the pin type, or
wind some red silk over the cord in the case
of the spade type of terminal. A reference
to Fig. 2 shows how to conduct the test,
which has given satisfactory results in the

Fe,!. la. trn ordinary diaphragm type of telephone receiver.

hands of the writer. After prolonged use,
the ear -pieces should be wiped to avoid
moisture rusting the diaphragms, and the
'phones hung up with the cords preferably
straight. The
method of packing
the 'phones with
the cords tightly
twisted round the
head -bands is
thoroughly bad for
the cords and dis-
plays a want of fore-
thought upon .the
part of the makers.

Some 'phones
are much improved
by fitting thinner diaphi ms, of ferrotype,
in place of the heavier stalloy. While this
material is good in some cases, it is not
always the best thing to use, although the
word sounds very nice in advertisements.
Buy the best 'phones you can afford, and
then take care of them.

CONTINENTAL NEWS t
From Our Own Correspondent. r

*-4.-.............--4.--4-..--...-.....-...- *
A Roumanian Amateur's Adventure.

THIS is a wild sounding story, of
an aeroplane escape from a private
asylum and of a homicidal lunatic

being recaptured owing to a small boy
listening -in on his father's receiving set ;
the sort of story you read in cheap sensa-
tional fiction, if you do read such. But
facts are often stranger than fiction.

Stephan Caspoth was, during the war, a
distinguished pilot in the Hungarian Air
Force. While flying over Ampezzo, he
crashed down ; he had a miraculous
escape, but severe wounds in the head
bereft him of his reason. He belonged to
a rich family, so he was confined in a
private asylum in the neighbourhood of
Budapest. From this he escaped in 1922
and was at large for two days, during which
he killed a peasant lad whom he met on the
road, apparently for no other reason than
the mad impulse to kill.
An Escape By Air.

On a recent Sunday, he again, through the
inattention of a warder, succeeded in
escaping from the asylum, and he made
his way to an aerodrome five miles away,
where he stole an aeroplane and swiftly
vanished southward.

On the alarm being given at the asylum,
his course was traced, and it was found
that he had got away by air. A telephone
call from the aerodrome to the Budapest
Radio station induced the operator there to
broadcast a call, warning all stations of this
dangerous lunatic in the air ; the number
and distinguishing marks of the plane were
given, together with a rough indication of the
radius within which he might be expected
to be sighted in view of the limited amount
of petrol the aeroplane had on board.

That is one end of the story. The other
end is at Turnu Severin, an ancient Ruman-
ian country town on the Danube, just below
the Iron Gates at the foot of the Carpathians.
There is no Government radio station there ;
indeed there is only one radio set in the
place, belonging to one of the masters at the
local lye*. This amateur's small son, aged
twelve, was listening in on that Sunday
night on a sort of roving commission, to see
what he could pick up. He caught the
Budapest call, which, in addition to Hun-
garian, had also been broadcast in French
and German. The former the boy under-
stood. In a great state of excitement, he
ran across to the near -by police station and
told the chief of police what he had heard.

A Forced Landing.
Orders were immediately given for a

sharp look -out to be kept in the whole
district. As fate would have it, a little over
an hour later, an aeroplane was seen coming
over the crest of the Carpathians from the
north. It volpaned gracefully down and
landed on a fiat piece of meadow on the
left bank of the Danube, just below the
remains of Trajan's bridge. A couple of
officials were rushed to the spot in a motor-
car, and approached the aviator, who stood
rather ruefully examining his motor. They
asked him whether they could be of any
assistance, and he said he required petrol.
They offered to give him a lift to the town

(Continued on page 32.)
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NOVEL SUPER -REGENERATIVE CIRCUIT.
A. S. (Sunningdale), F. F. E. (Brocldev.

S.E.), P. E. (Farnham, Hants), and others,
ask for the number of turns of the various coils,
etc., in the Novel_Super-Regenerative Circuit,
published in POPULAR WIRELESS No. 162.

"As a large number of readers -desire to experiment
with this circuit the diagram in produced herewith.
The author-Mr. Norman Rolph, of Liverpool,
not Mr. Phillip Mason, as stated originally-has
kindly supplied the following additional particulars :

First it insist he noted that the value of super -
regeneration is in inverse -ratio to the wave -length
expressed in metres; and, therefore, values for re-
ception over the broadcast wave -band only are
given.

The centre coil has 35 turns and the grid coil 75.
100 to 150 turns will be needed for the right -howl
(anode) coil. but this value should be experimented
with. The condenser across the grid coil is essential,
as the circuit, will not function without it. This may
be a three -plate vernier.

(Continued on page 26:)

Traders and manufacturers are invited to submit wireless sets and component parts to the
"P.W." Technical Dept. for test. All tests are carried out with strict impartiality in the
" P.W." Test Room under the supervision of the Technical Editor, and the general reader
is asked to note that this weekly article is also intended to provide a reliable and unbiased

guide as to what to buy and what to avoid.-THE EDITOR.

AVERY ingenious component has been
placed on the market by Messrs. The
Igranic Co., Ltd. In fact, it is two

components in one, being a Combined
Filament Rheostat and Grid Leak. Quite
a logical arrangement, but no less original
for that, arid doubtless quite a number of
manufacturers gnashed their teeth when
they discovered that such a simple elec-
trical " duct " had escaped their attention.

The grid leak operates on a similar prin-
ciple to the standard Igranic type, being
smoothly and efficiently variable between 0
and 5 megohms. The filament rheostat
with a maximum resistance of 4, 6, 8 or 10
ohms, as required, is wound with sensibly
stout wire and does not heat up even when
carrying full bright emitter current.

The two control knobs are arramr,ed one

above the other, the grid leak spindle
passing through the centre of that of the fila-
ment rheostat. The arrangement is a very
convenient one and the complete device
takes tap no more room on a panel than an
ordinary filament rheostat. Both move-
ments are entirely independent of each
other and bOth are positive yet beautifully
smooth.

In workmanship and finish Messrs.
Igranic have almost surpassed themselves.
Seldom do we see such clean instrument
work associated with medium priced wire-
less gear.

In operation the device functions very
efficiently in both of its " departments."

One of the greatest advantages the
Igranic combined filament. rheostat and
grid leak possesses is that it reduces wiring

and so decreases capacity and other losses,
and this should make it very useful for short
wave work. It is retailed et 8s., at which
price it is very reasonable value.

Messrs Igranic, by the way, have for-
warded us a list of new prices for their
famous coils. Nos. 25, 30, 35 are now
4s. 3d. each ; the 75 4s. 10d., 200 8s.,. and
these and the other reductions will form
welcome news to amateurs. They inform
us that a treatise entitled " Efficient Tuning -,----
Inductances as an Aid to Better Radio
Reception " will be mailed free to any
reader of " P.W." on request.

Samples are to hand of the new Watmel
fixed condenser due to Watmel \\Tireless,
Ltd., of 332a, Goswell Road, London, E.C.1,
and there is no doubt but that it represents
an entirely new departure in design. It is

(Continued on pave 28.)

The "Cosmos " Crystal Set-a new design doe to
Messrs. Metro -Vick Supplies, Ltd.
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Internal
Metal
Chuck to
grip 14 to
44 gauge
wire or
Hex.
Price:
Plug 4d.
Socket 2d.
Indicating
Ring 1d.

R

PATENTED

BELLING -LEE
INDICATING
TERMINALS

-mULTY  KONTACT

PLUGS & SOCKETS

DIAL INDICATORS

Solid
cast
metal,

with raised;
polished let-
ters showing

white en a black back-
ground. Single hole fix-
ing, complete with nut.
Stocked in Tuner, Fila-
ment, Reaction, Aerial,
Anode, H. F. Tuner,
Secondary, Rejector.

Price - 6ct. each.

(Handles and dome -
shaped Indicating
Rings in Red or
Black) Stocked in

the following
indications :

Aerial, Earth,
Phones+, Phones-,
L.T. +, L.T.
H.T. +,
Input +, Input -1
Output +, Out-
put _, L. S. +,
L. S. , Grid +,
Grid -, A. T. L,
Reaction, A p.
Aerial, H.T. Med-
ium, and Blanks.

Price:
Brass

Nickel
4d.

PATENTED

Every high-class dealer
stocks them, but in
caseof difficulty send to

BELLING & LEE, Ltd.
Queensway Works,
Ponder's End, Mids.

SUB-CCNNECTORS

Eliminate Soldering.

Peffect con-
e c t i on;

le west possi.
bin self -
capacity;
low resist-
ance ; con_
71 C t ion
changed in

an in-
s tan t.
Tapped
to screw
Olt to 2,
4,; and

A.
threads;
a se T
COO II C-

ri ler

Price In each. vire..

The Condenser
in the green case

Sold by all
Dialers.

T.C.C. Condensers are manufactured only by
Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd.,
Mortlake Road, Kew Gardens, Surrey.

!t.i. 3105.

Selling Wireless
Goods to the
Best Market
Manufacturers and Merchants should be
well prepared for their share in the
demand for good class sets and latest
accessories.
The coming Season shows every promise of successful
trading, and the best way to sell your goods is to
make them known to the host of enthusiastic
readers of " Popular Wireless " who are constantly
purchasing and testing new apparatus.

"POPULAR WIRELESS
has the largest sale of any weekly
wireless journal in Great Britain.

Average weekly net sales
January to March, 1925

1 23,100
.411 communications respecting advertising must ire mode to
the Sole Advertisement Agents :-

JOHN H. LILE LTD.,
4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

'Phase : City 7261.
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*  --  4- * From Messrs S. Smith & Sons (M.A.),

APPARATUS TESTED.
(Continued from page 24.)

*  -4-

circular in shape, and is so. rigidly con-
structed that permanency mechanically
and electrically is absolutely assured. No

wax filling is
employed,
and this is, of
course, an
added advan-
tage of no
little import-
ance. In size
the Watmel
eondener is
unique : i t

- has a smaller
area than a
penny. A
hole through
the centre is
provided for
mounting,
although the
connecting
lugs are quite
firm enough
to allow it '
to be self
supporting.

We tested one marked .001 mfd. and found
the error to be so slight as to be for practical
purposes non-existent. The Watmel fixed
condensers ere ),::;11 -class in every sense of
the term.

An Ediswan Jacobean Combined
Cabinet 4 -valve Radiophone Re-
ceiver, showing the internal

arrangements.

Ltd., 179-185, Great Portland Street,
London, W.1, we have received an " M.L."
L.F twin coil transformer. Several ratios
are available, but the one sent us was 1 to 4,
and is retailed at 25s. Its appearance is to
a certain extent a departure from normal.

It is, roughly, cylindrical in shape,
with circular laminations that protrude
slightly above a cast aluminium base
supplied with two holes for mounting, and
below a turned insulated cover on which are
mounted the four clearly marked terminals.
Mechanically it is an excellent piece of
work, and its design electrically is such that
only good results could be anticipated.

On test it functioned quite as well
as was expected, distortion being inappre-
ciable over the entire range of middle
frequencies. A roughly prepared curve
also proved that its efficiency, in this re-
spect extended very commendably in both
directions. Transference of energy judged
by resultant amplification was carried out
with every indication of the transformers
high order of effectiveness.

Messrs Smith are, of course, manufac-
turers of the well-known " M.L." magneto
which has earned an enviable reputation
in the motoring world, so that the
initials " M.L." can be regarded almost as
a guarantee of quality, and there is no
doubt that the " M.L." L.F. transformer
is worthy of its name.

The " Perikon " or double crystal type
of detector is, in cases, superior to the cat's -
whisker type. It is generally more con-
sistent in operation, and whilst for ordinary
crystal reception it may not prove always

as sensitive as the cat's -whisker type, in
valve crystal receivers it very seldom gives
but good results.

In view of this, the production of the
" Lowdist " double crystal combination
by Mr. H. M. Harte, 25 Portland Grove,
Fallowfield, Manchester, and which is sold

at ls. 6d., is
Of interest.
A sample was
recently sent
us for test.
We mounted
the two crys-
tals in .an
ordinary
" Perikon"
type of _de-
tector pro-
vided with
screw con-
taining cups.
In an ordin-
ary simple
crystal circuit
results were
good ; it was
more stable
than a stan-
dard cat's -
whisker d e-
tector, b u t
signals were

Showing the handsome appearance
not quite

s°loud. I n aof the Ediswan 4 -valve Cabinet Set
when closed up. reflex circuit

it -worked
excellently and appeared to possess a suitably
high impedance, as it was placed across an
anode coil and not a transfalmer secondary.
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THE "KENMAC BOOK"
CRYSTAL RECEIVING SET

(CLOSED)

(PATENT PENDING)

PRICES :
IN IMT'N

TORTOISESHELL
(Non-Inflam.)

- 2 -
LEATHER

COVERED
(Red, Green, Blue)

1 1

(Actual Size 41 in, x 31 in. x I in.)

The very latest novelty in crystal sets. Efficient, compact
and attractive. Guaranteed to give every satisfaction.

Provision made for 5 X X Loading Coil.

THE KENMAC RADIO LTD. (Dept. P.),
Dalling Road, Hammersmith London, W.6
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SQUARE LAW
-001 9  6
.00075 9, -
0003
00025 ... 6 / 9
.0002 ... 518
0001 ... 5/3
Vernier 416

STANDARD

00075
0005
0003 5 / 9

STANDARD
.00025 519

0001 ... 4.9
vcrnier 4 /^

J.D. SQUARE LAW
WITH VERNIER

001 .. ... 14/-
0005 ... 12 / 6
0003 ... ... 11 / 3
00025 .. 11 / 3

One. Cd Tice,
9/. Three. 1 /

A real honest to goodness condenser

NO fancy trappings to the J.B. It's just a straight-
forward radio condenser, soundly and scientifically

built, capable of the utmost efficiency in practice. For your
money you get a precision instrument, not a radio novelty.
In actual results the J.B. will prove its superiority. Try
J.B. in your receiver. It will stay there!

YOUR DEALER CAN SUPPLY.

ACKSWTThROS
8. POLAND ST- OXFORD ST

LONDON - vv -1-
!J1 I/61E1007)

Ue.kpfione:- MOM
GERRARD 7414

F.accIae s Ad.

All Post Froe--

9. x 6' 2 2 1/10
Matt

Panels
Ebonite

Orders: 5'6te
carriage paid

12^ x 9' 4,6 3/9
12111/12" 519 51- nu
15" x 9' 56 4/9
1.5"x12' 7;6 518

x 4' Bd. 6(1.
7' x 5' 16 112
6". x 6" x a 105.

Any Size Cot
RC in. 1' Id. ;" Id.

A t Ca11c;rs'Pricf.:

\Under5/6,2d.per
1 / for packing.

deusers(with
Square Law
Var. Con

.k00noilipateta).
type

!31)3I .0005 5 / -

0003..-.. . . ..... 4 , 8
VernierBladeex .1 4

Ormond.'

Polara'
Vertner,no dial 2/6 ....1....

F.-11, . vra. ..1... g r"... la I KIAL/C CrIUUJIKIL) IINVIIOU
ComprehensiVe Pric4 List. _.111,_-.a Senerous Terms Pio,n opt Serce. .
Terminals Headphones Transformers- A Reader Write-

71111-Pol.Brass 2(1. 4.000ohnisBrowns L.P.Silvertown21,- ' Many thanks f cc
Lacquered 2c1.
al ultiphone (Itv 9d.

6 -way 11

 F,' 13 T II.. Sig
in e a s, Ltrandes,
General Radio20 / -

Lladiolnettnewi25/-
Igraine 21/- 201-
Burndept (new)24/

yourCatalogue.Thi,
is an agiiiiratit,
booklet concise :int

Aerial Wire7/22 Ericsson, Claritone Reliability 12/6
,

well arranged, an,
Enamelled, Bright. & Sterling 22/6 " Croix " 9 / 6 will be exceellinglj
100' 3/3 2/3
do. .Electron 1 / 8

Fellows 16/6
Airweight 9 / -

Ferranti 17/6
Tangent 126 14/6

useful."
Have you got

do. Mars 916Lead.in 4d. a Yard H.T. Batteries
With Wander Plugs

Royal
R. A.F. Slodulr 1 .Telephone 67

one? IT'S FREE
NewJacks4-ContactInsulators 60v. G. 36v. 4/10 H.p, Tangent 5/8 1 -Hole Fixing 1/8Shell, 21," a 21' 3A 30v. 4'- 15v. 2/- memi,hadp, St andall'utini 1/2Crystor typo 9A- 4v. F.L. Stry 5d.

1.0i.
00.o,5 900 ' 5,6 -Potentiometer, 30(Lead-in 4,-/ 66v.F.ver-Rdy 136 300 m 4 , 6 oltins.ex.Gurt. 51-936v.4 1111.,612dok. 910i 13/ 16n. 316

Siemens same price
F.:;,,,,, only1 , Hydromeiers _3/-

Microphones
Valve Holders Fil. Resistances .....2/

Tapping Keys...2,,-
PypeA 7d. Polar1/3
Screwed 13 nuts Bd.

British Wires-
-
R ai1wi-i 0. t, DSC

Good quality....1 / 6
Igranio 4 / 6

All ' luranin," Lis
sen,' ' lint.ndePt.

Ebonite 10c1. 18 1/11 2'11 3,5 Vernier type 7 1 'Edison [tell,' ' Al
Do. Open Type 6d.Security'' Valve

20 2/2 3/4 4/..
22 2/6 3.9 4/7
24 2/11 3,10 51-

premed 2/ 
'' R.I." Dual . 7 / 6

las.' & ' Sterling
ponds supplied.''

Holder ... 1/..
26 3/4 4,2 5'9 Burndept

T.C.13....4/ & 55/1: Coil Holders
1,000 -Ohm Ex
Govt. ChokeCoils....9d

28 3/9 419 616
30 4/10 5/4 716

Microtat....... 2/0
peerless Int.. 2/6

Ashley fised 2,1
toying 3/I

32 5/6 6/- 1319
36 8/ 816 12/

Ig'r'annic 3 Se1,-.BA
Ebonite 3 coil 3/ECoil plugs Condensers

Ebonite 106,
Superior 113
Narrow 5d.

40 17/- 14:8 20'. Mullard,Edtseshell,
Thibilier,usualprices
NewHansbridge

,, 2 Coil 2/E
Ebonite Dials yarrioania017en,Lege3aki ,.

'Athol' Ebonite 1/3 Engraved 3' 7d.
15,/i.

2 nifd., 3/6; 1 ''''Wa.tniel 0.5 ,, 2,1
,Ilon.,..poricrceoiliapilligs1616- Ii/g.:...Winfri65..nifi16...

13retwood'' 3 /.

Basket C o1_ISie
Basket....

j,...11(1. j.,11.TAYLOR
Co&

4, RADIO HOUSE:
MACAULAY ST HUDDERSFIELD

7/ 34! Grann:-InonpuGn. HUDCH,,,i(LO

" Resist-
ances '' 2//8

7(1k

AN ADVENTURE STORY YOU WILL NEVER FORGET

Pearls of Desire by "SEAMARK."

On Sale
Every
Tuesday.

Don't miss the double -length instalment of this
dramatic serial story of romance and adventure
in the  South Seas, which begins in the PICTORIAL
MAGAZINE now on sale. This splendid number also
contains four complete stories and five interesting

articles'by well-informed writers.

Remember --Ask TO -DAY for

IncioRIALIMI11111190 24'

NAGAzINE
Of all
Newsagents

Bookstalls.

The ONLY weekly illustrated magazine with the 1/- magazine features
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Letters from readers discussing interesting and
topical wireless events or recording unusual ex
periences are always welcomed, but it must be clearly
understood that the publication of such does in no
way indicate that we associate ourselves with the
views expressed by our correspondents, and we cannot
accept any responsibility for information given.-
Editor.

CONCERNING " CRYSTAL FALLACIES*"
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, -1 was greatly interested to read an
article entitled " Some Crystal Fallacies " in No. 167
of " P.W.," as my own experience bears out what
Mr. J. F. Corringan says about the " loudiviss-sensi-
tivity " and " diitanee-sensitivity " of crystals.

Working a small crystal set -cum -wave trap at the
address below, roughly three miles and a half from
2 L 0, it is obviously no easy matter to lose him
-under normal conditions, especially as the crystal
set is a single circuit One comprising a coil plug and
.0005 variable condenser in shunt.

With a 150 -turn coil inserted, London rather gets,
the better of Daventry; but here is the curious
point. -

By a careful adjustment of the cat's -whisker
London can be almost silenced, while Daventry comes
in quite well and with very little interference.

I may say that a little patience is required to get
the necessary adjustment.

The crystal used is a well-known synthetic galena
(Tungstalite), so that the question of inconsistent
composition is eliminated.

Trusting this may be of interest to readers, I will
conclude with the best of luck to yourself and " P.W."

Yours sincerely,
WALTER N. NOTCUTT.

99, Hungerford Road,
Holloway, N.7.

CRYSTAL RECEPTION FROM 5 X X,
TheEditor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Just one word' about Daventry arid
crystal users. My aerial is not very good and earth
Is not at all good, and with plain condenser tuned
crystal set 5 X X comes in beatitifully.

Can be heard plainly with only one tip of 'phone
lead-in terminal.

And as to a few experiments ; winding 100 feet of
were back and forWard'across iny ; bed, and earth
being a water -pipe in corner of room, reception was
good 'phone strength. I next siting the wire across
a downstairs room about 6 ft. from the ground.
Reception was nearly same as with outside aerial.

Next I laid the aerial wire on the ground, and on
retuning slightly 5 X X came in-music good, speech
could be easily read.

Earth in last two cases was 3 ft_ of one -inch pipe
driven in ground. '

I have formed the opinion that the new station
(Da.ventry) comes in 50 per cent better than Chelms-
ford did in this spot; Daventy being about 90-95
miles, Chelmsford just less.

Have carried out many interesting mufti -valve
circuits tests with astonishing results, thanks to your
most valuable paper.

Yours faithfully,
A. E. MITCHELL.

The Hyde Farm,
Held, Sussex.

RESULTS ON A "P.W." REFLEX.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, -1 recently constructed a one -valve
reflex set " from one of your recent journals, and I
am very pleased with the results I have obtained.
The following are a few of the stations I have le-
eeived : Barcelona, Radio -Madrid, Radio -Paris,
Ecole Suphieure, Voxhaus, Kringkrietingselskapet
Radio-Catalana, E A J 6 (Spain), and most of the
British broadcasting stations. I am situated about
ten miles from London, which station comes in at
enormous strength, but I find the crystal adjustment
is the most important part of the set. I find a cheap
crystal of the cat's -whisker type (the cheapest that_
can be got) gives best results with this circuit. I
have found it rather hard to cut out London but
if the cat's -whisker is so adjusted that instead of
getting the usual high note whistle it is adjusted so
that you. get a sort of mushy sound, London can be
easily cut out. A wave -trap with this set is a pleasing
addition. Wishing your paper every success.

Yours faithfully,
J. P. HART.

244, Katherine Road,
Forest Gate, E.7.

A LETTER FROM MR. DIMMER.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-It may interest those who are con-
tinually criticising broadcasting methods in Britain
to know that in this connection you are in a much
better position here than we in America.

The conditions in New York City are intolerably
worse' than those of London. More broadeaSting
stations are being called for in London, I understand.
That was the cry in New York also at one time.
Now those.who were so anxious for more stations
and more variety of programme are more or less
hoist with their own petard. The multiplicity of
stations jammed so closely together make it practi-
cally impossible for the amateur to tune in to any one
and listen -in without being subject to interference
from others.

I should not like to see this happen in Great Britain,
for which; country I have always had a soft spot in
my heart ever since your Government, many years
ago, were the first to encourage me in developing my
invention of the mica condenser, encouragement of a
kindly nature which I have never forgotten.

I am certain that good broadcasting is the key, not
only to international amity, but world peace.

Yours truly.
W. DUBILIER.

Carlton Hotel,
Pall Mall, London.

IS SPY A FAILURE P
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Having read your article in " P.W."
dated July 25th, " Is 5 P Y a Failure," I take this
opportunity to give you my experience with a set at
Coveracic, near Helston, Cornwall.

As a Londoner I have had very good results, and
some friends requested one to fix them up at Coverack.
I was very sure. of getting good results so built a
three -valve reflex (crystal) and went down with full
equipment, with the following results :

Beet position for aerial. N. to S.
One Marconi R 5 valve and 2 Marconi Power P.B.S.

0 v. accumulator, 120 volts. H.T. Loud speaker just
audible. Paris, Bournemouth, Chelmsford (fairly
loud) and Swansea. The tuning was very sharp.
Plymouth and London could not be heard at all.

One Marconi It 5, 2 Marconi It 4. Same stations
good 'phone strength, 60 v. H.T. Could not get
loud speaker to work:

Three Mullard D. '06, two dry cells. Good results
on 'phones only.

Self oscillation was bad. It was very difficult to
tune in the set at any time during the week of test,
in fact, my friends could not manage it at all.

The crystal after the second 'day was dead. After
this result I brought all the set back to London and
I am going down again this last meek in August.

Yours faithfully,
E. WRIGHT.

62, Forest Road,
Walthamstow, E.17.

WIRELESS MEN !
Make Ysue Hobby Pay

Let us show you how to commence
a new. and fascinating business in your
own home-by your own fireside.

Without expensive machinery or pre-
vious experience you can start at once
manufacturing an article in constant
and increasing demand by WIRELESS
and other users.

Royal Letters Patent protect the article
y-ou make and good profits are assured.

We have shown others-we will show
YOU-how to turn spare time into
money.

Full particulars will be sent to all readers
of this paper without obligation. Merely
write enclosing 4d. stamp to cover postage.

THE ENGLAND - RICHARDS CO.

2K, KING'S LYNN, NORFOLK

yOU SACRIFICE NOTHING
in volume by using dull emitters pro-.
viding you use the valve with the

100% efficient electron
emitting filament.

YOU GAIN
in clarity, range, and

economy of
current
GET THE

TAe first Dull EindIer.

WITH THE
Patented

MOLYBDENUM
THORIUM COVERED FILAMENT

141 -
FILAMENT
VOLTS 1-5-2.
FILAMENT
CURRENT
'3 AMPS.
British Made.
B C C.Stainped

If your dealer cannot
supply send direct to us.
Please give dealer's ;tauts

arid address.

-"us

The many advan-
tages of the Six -
Sixty's " Patented
Filament are made
clear in our folder;.
Mail a postcard
for them to -day.

Triumph House, 189, Regent St., London, WA..
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TECHNICAL NOTES
(Continued from page 10.)

use for parts of wireless apparatus, particu-
larly for outdoor sets and for sets to be used
on shipboard, and soon. The metal parts of
outdoor aerials, and the aerial wire itself, will
probably be treated in this way in order to
increase its resistance to weather conditions.

New Loud -speaker Horn.
A new process for the making of loud-

speaker horns, developed by a Chicago
ceramic expert, consists in making the
trumpet of pottery clay, baking it at a
temperature of just over 2,000 deg. F. for
about three days, cooling for two days,
spraying with metallic oxide, and finally
baking again. The result is claimed to be
a hard, reflecting, but non -resonant trumpet,
giving a pleasing tone to the reproduction.
Nothing is said about the weight, or the
liability to breakage ; one would imagine
that a horn of this kind would be likely to
be considerably heavier than the usual kind.

H.T. and L.T. from Mains.
The substitution of various devices for

the high-tension battery, whereby the set
may be operated (as regards the high-
tension supply) direct from the electric -
light mains, has been accomplished now on
quite a practical basis. There appears,
however, to have been great difficulty in
providing similar devices for the filament -
heating current owing, of course, to the
much higher amperage required in the
latter case. According to reports received
lately, a Chicago engineer has developed an
instrument whereby this can now be -done.

His invention comprises .a complete unit
for supplying all the electrical power for the
set, both high-tension and low-tension. Its
use does not necessitate any change in the
ordinary wiring of the standard sets (super-
heterodyne, neutrodyne; or other special
circuits), and it is adapted for sets using
up to eight valves. It operates from either
the ac. or d,c. electric -light mains, at any
voltage or periodicity.

The maximum current consumption is
about 30 watts, the low-tension supply being
provided at voltages from 2 to 6, and the
high-tension up to 150 volts. t is stated
that the principle of the device is entirely
different front the well-known principles
which are commonly used in high-tension
berry eliminators, and the new principle
liasTnade it possible to reduce the instrloent
to very small dimensions. .Appartillk!' of
this kind has been on test for some months
past, and is shortly to appear on the market..

-Filamentless Valves.
The Schickerliog " filamentless valve "

has now been followed by the Schickerlinr
filamentless electric lamp, which is claimed
to be twice as efficient as the best type of
filament lamp. These lamps have been
made in large sizes, up to. 500 watts, and
also in small sizes, 2 watts, for use on motor-
cars. In this latter connection, it is claimed 
that they have the advantage Of being
immune from damage by jarring.; Another
invention- of Conrad Sehickerling is a
vacuum tube without filament, specially
designed for the rectification of alternating
current-in high-tension battery substi-
tutes, for example.

The inventor - claims that these tubes
effect perfect rectification, and that the
resulting direct current can readily be
treed °tall a.c. hum or other noises.

RAYMOND._
Z 40 10 vim BY -BODY !

ALL GOODS POST FREE U.K. except where stated. Foreign orders over £10
post free otherwise please send ample for post, etc. Trade orders U.K. less 20°/`.

Post extra. Open all day Saturday.SUNDRIES
Aerial, 7;22, 10011. 216
2 -way coil stands 2/9
3 -way coil stands 4 / 6
2 -way nickel 3/6
3 -way nickel 4 / 11
2 -way geared 5/6
2 -way Shipton cans 61-
3 -way Shipton cans 7/6
2 -way Polar cam 6/3 -way Polar cam

vernier 9/.
2 -way cam vernier 3/6
Coil plugs, plain

2 for 1(3
Shaped wedge 2 for 1,6
Do. Edison Bell

2 for 2/ -
Do. Nickel sides

2 for 1 /6
Do. fitted fibre 2 for 1/6
Ebonite do 4 / 11
Edison Bell do 10/ -Fixed Condensers:
Edison Bell, Odl 113
0001 up to .0005 1/3
002 up to 006... 2/-
Grid. leak & clips 1/3
-0003 & grid leak 2/6
Di: biller
-0001 to 0005each 2/6
.001 to 006 each 3/-
2 or 3 meg Grid

Leak 2/6
Anode res. on stand 5/6
(50, 70, 80, 100.000

ohms.)
2 mid.. T.C.C. 4/81 ofd., T.C.C.... 3/10
.25, T.C.C. 3/8
Spade tags, doz. ...6d.
Bus Bar, 1 /16th

sq 12 ft. 1/ -
Solid Rod Valve

Holders 1/3
Eretwood do, 1 / 9
H.T.C. under panel 1/6
H.T.C. over panel 1 / 9
Raymond Rheostat 1/6
R.I. Detector 6/ -
Twin Flex, 12 yds 1/9
Red & Black, 12

yds. 2/-
72i:1.n:ono Cords 1111
Loud SpeakerCords 1/11
Eureka Gravity

Detector 0'6D.P.D.T. Panel 1 / 3
S.P.D.T. 1 / -
LISSEN Minor... 3/6
Lissenstat 7 / 6
Universal 10/6
Switch 2 -way 2/9
Series Parallel 3 / 9
Anode Res. 2/6
Var. Grid Leak 2/6
Choke 10/6Lissen L.F. 7.1 30/-
Lissen L.F. T.2 25 / Lissen L.F 1`.3 16/8

Lissen Coils.
25, 4;10 35, 40 4/10
50 -. /- 60... 5/4
75 ... 5/4 100 ... 6/C

150 7/- 200 .. 8/5
Lissen X Coil's.

50 X 6 I- 6C x 6/ 475 x 8 5 250 x 9/ 9
Colvern Vernier 2/6Ditto, Neutrodyne 3/6
Ormond ditto 2/'Phone distribution

boards, for 4 ors_ 2 /6"'' Choke... 10 / 6
Permanent detector

" KR " 2 /64 and 6 BA. Nuts
and ScreWs, six
dozen for 3/.

vanrout,
' American.

Asera time dials 17/6
Pico 20-1 6/9
Ultra Vernier 13 / 6
Soo telfierotsme 6 / 6

et spartsstocked
elbtaninett

wets 11,1*ter coil
-Winder 4/ -

Coil winder, 46
spokes 1;6

ABC Wave Trap-
Fprine r., 3 / 3

Igranic IsInitune
minor 7 / 6

Ditto maim' 9/ -

REFLEX COILS
Made under licence
Burndept Patent No.

168249
No. 35 150/200 80.
No. 50 200(500 9t1.
No. 75 300/750 11-
No. 100 400/1,000112
No. 150 600/1,500 1/8
No. 200 800/2,000 2.9
No. 250 900/2,5003/3

Post 2d. each.
LOUD SPEAKERS

C.A.V. Toni-Tit...30 /-
C.A.V. Junior....55 /-
Sterling Baby 55 / -
Sterling Dinkie 30 /
Ausplion Junior 27 /6
Amplion Dragon

fly 25 /
Ampliou Do. III 501-
Amplion De Luxe 65/
Amplion AR19....105 /
Dulcevox 42/
True Music Minor 21 -

Ultra 27 6
TRANSFORMERS L.F.
Eureka Concert

Grand 30
Eureka Second

Stage 22 f 6
Igranic Shrouded

New Model .... 21 ;-
Forme Shrouded.* 10 6
General Radio 83 15, 
Super Success

(black) 21 / -

Brunet shrouded,
3-1 or 5-1 13/6

" Croix " 9/6
Wates Supra._ ...... 12 5
Terminals complete.

Pillar, doz., 11-, 1(3
113

'Phone , 1/1
Nickel, 9:1. doz. extra.
Voltmeter .each 5 / 6
Rheostat & Dial 2 / 3

ADJUSTABLE
(4,000 ohms)

Dr. Nesper 12/6
Telefunken. 16 /11

Both genuine.
VALVES

B.T.II., Ediswan,
Censor; Marconi,

Bright, D.E., 06 and
power valvesallstocked.
IGRANIC COILS.

Coils -25 5 /-, 35 5 /-,
50 5 / 2, 75 5/6, 100
7/-, 150 7 / 10, 200
8(8, 250 9 / -, 300
9/ 5, 400 10 / 3. Rheo-
stat 4 / 6 30 ohms 7 /-.

ORMOND
L.F. Transformer 14 -
Special Rheostat.... 2/ -

STERLING
Variable condensers,

with cornier.
0005 25 /6
00025 22,6

Non-Pong V II 413
'Phones 20/- & 22 / 6
Prima x Loud Speaker£7 15

Ericsson E.V.
Oontineuta(I

4,000 olisns, 12 / -
HEADPHONES

British, 4.000 ohms.
Sterling 22/6
13.7.11 20/ -
Bra ncles t,0
Brown's 'F' type 20 /-
Ericsson' s . 22 / 6
Miehrom vernier ...2/6
Gambrell coils stocked.
Paragon panels obtained
Watmel grid leak 2/6
Watmel anode .. - _3/6
Watmel 10,000 tt,

100,000 3 / 6
Bretwood leak 3/ -
Ditto anode 3/

Colvern Precision
Variable.

.0003 20/. .0005 21 /-
Glazile 10 ft. 1 / 2

RAYMOND
Variable Condensers

SQUARE LAW LOW -LOSS
One hole fixing. Ebonite ends.

With Vernier Without Vernier
'001 .. 8 6 '001 .. 7/6

'0005 .. 7.6 '0005 .. 5/9
'0003 7,- '0003 .. 5/3

Including knob and diai. Post 3d. set.
STANDARD. I MITI;
.001 7/6 Sq.law with vernier.
-0005 6/ .001 .............10/6
0003 5;6 ./6
0002 00005003

9
9

Also without ver-
Take up tiny spars. Mei., 116 each less
Knob & dial free. All with knob& dial_

ORMOND " AMERICAN "
Sqllar, Law Low Loss. Skeleton ends,

knob and dial.
.001, Cll..: .0005, $/-; -0003, 7/6;
-00025, 6/6 (with vernier 1.6 each ex).

JACKSON BROS. " J.B."Square Law Square Law
-001
.0005

9/6 .001 1
with vernier.

1176
12/6
3/6

 0003 .
00025

/ 9 '0003
,8 /' .0005

6(6 .00025 1113
" J.B." 1 .001 ...8/6 0005...7/ -
Standard t 0003...5 ( 9 .0002...5 / 

ALL with knob and dial. Post tree.
ACCUMULATORS.  MAGNUM."
2.v. 40 -amp... 9/6 All parts stocked.
2-v. 60-asop... 1116 THORPE li44-v. 40 -amp 15/11

VALVES.4-v. 80 -amp... 24/6
4-v. 60 -amp... 19/6 (UnidIlle 5 -pin)

Genuine,each14/-6-v. 60 -amp... Nrit 5 -pin valve
1/3

Hartso ealso stocked.giit3_

6-v. 80 -amp...
All new.bestmakes.

Ditto (two valve;)
Set Parts Dint

valve)

251V6te,d35Coils66/61/9, (including valves).50 2/-. 75 213, EBONITE100 2/9, 15031-, Cut to size.200 33/090, 265/0.513, 3116th 10. sq. Inch
2 -way Pain -e;1,

2 -way
3/-' i 09N0D.E;,Aiti ks nets.

cam. vernier, 9/- Phosphor Bronze,
Electric Solderi/n6g

Indoor, outdooroutdoor ort
3/3

Set 5/6
All parts stocked frame. 49 strands.

" LOTUS." " UTILITY."
Geared 8-1. 2 -way, 2 polo ca) knob. 4)-
7 /-; 3 -way, 1016 4 pole clo knob...61-

2 pole c/a lever...5i-McMichael' s Triple
Rheostat 22(6 ...,',9c0 c,,,,i',.,1.°Ter-7i'

Dual Rheostat 7/6 ea. ex.
H.F.Transformers aantausetcoperdicexers

each 10 /-

Potentiometer,7 /6
SECOND-HAND(All wave -lengths)

DEPT.Fixed Condensers. ,-,
1 / 9. 213 vesantities of near-

ly new and second -
UB/if/EFT

WEST -END LEADING STOCLIST FOR Edison Bell, Jackson's (J.B.),
Polar, Igranic, Elwell, Peerless, Eureka, Magna n, Burndept, Lotus,
Dubilier. Marconi, Dorm ood, Sterling, Success, B.T.15., McMichael,
Lissen, Woodhall, Utili y, R.I., Bowyer -Lowe Amplion, Formo,
Brunet, Ormond, Peter Curtis parts, etc. SEND YOUR LISTS AND
I WILL QUOTE YOU LOWEST PRICES. MANY GOODS PRACTICALLY
UNOBTAINABLE ELSEWHERE CAN BE SUPPLIED AT SHORT NOTICE
TO RETAIL CUSTOMERS.

Rheostats
PARTS. hand goods on sale.

ili.e.iterposes,s / . Cheap prices.
Dual 7 / 6 Old parts bought

Detector 4 /-

katiphonieV.H.5 /
or taken in partRheostats 5 ln 7 /6 exchange.

Success choke 10/6 IMPOSSIBLE

AtholCoilPlug 1/3
to advertise allAthol H 1 / 3 lines here. Send

T.C.B., 6 ohms,4'- name a,nci acl-
T.C.B.,30 ohniss,A4!. dress (postcard,
T.C.B. Potent', please) for il-

meter (3001_5 / lustrated folder.
Shipto ditto Special offers

(60n ) 4 / , not obtainable
Shipton 7 ohms,31- elsewhere.
Shipton 30 or 60 IF WANTING ANY

ohms 3/. GOODS MAKE OUT
Woodhall p a r t s LIST AND I WILL
stocked. Dubilier QUOTE LOWEST IN.
Variables. Dubilier CLUSIVE PRICES.

Fixed 610 type. VALVES
POLAR. To encourage you

R.C.C. thit 15 / - o use British
Micrometer 5/6 Valves I am will-
-0005 or 00031016 rig to purchase
EVER -READY. one burnt -out valve
108 volts H.T. 201- or each valve you
66 volts H.T.1218 pricgirgievhean

ranee
Purchase.

rem 1.13 tora4le-
according to valve

yon buy.
YOUR PANEL
DRILLED FREE
WITH 25/- order

retail,

CALLERS
COLUMN ONLY
all Past Orders from

Other Cr 1 it 1 nos.
H.T. BATTERIES

(Various makers).
60-v., 5 /6. 6 /6, 6,11
66v.08 Ever Ready, 12, 6

60v. B B C 820/11
36v * ..... 5 /6
106;5

( grid bias) 221/9,
Accumulators

.v4e
400 7/6,

snakes)
7/6, 8/64v. 40a.13 11,15/11

4v. 600... 17/ 6, 1813
4v. 80a....22/ 6, 23 / 6
6v. 60a. 25 / 11, 27/6
by, 80:1
6v. 100a

33 /-

Square Law 38 6
Variable Condensers..

Including5 0
knob &003.

4/dial.

D.P.D.T. .Panel 1 /-S.P.D.T 101[1.
s11.pp.DD.IT... china . / 3

Terminals, ld.;1:000.

dValve seekets,o4etor113?ddeL.*
Nickel

ititoporvalve
Washers 12 a 1d.
Nuts 6 a Id.
Spade tags 6 a ld.
Spade terminals,

2 for 11d.
Pinterminals,2 for lid.
Do. Red or Black. ltd.
Copper foil, foot, 3d.
Red and black ties,

12 yards, 1/6
7/22 100 f t 1/11

Slecving, yard 3d.
Wander plugs, pr. 2d.
Contact studs corn -

Battery Clips, 3 a ld.

Knobs and Dials...10d.
11;13.

'Phone cords, 6

Empire Tape, 12 yds.
(1c1.

Valve Holders 8d.
Plug and socket, red

or black 3d.
7,22 Aerial, 50 ft., 1/1
Ins. Hooks, 2 for 15d.
Loud speaker cords.
Ins. Staples. 1../54' a 11/06.
Flush panel sockets

(nickel and nuts). Id.
Rheostats, special, 9d.
Vernier condensers,
Tomblerswitches105d.
Shorting plug ... - .
Egg insulators,4 for 3d.
Variorneter 250/6501/6
Anticap ditto 101d.
Solid rod standard 1 / -
Good quality do. 888.
Dank I /16th eq. Ens

Bar 6d.
Load in (10 yds) 1 /

e dial'
Unbreakable knobs 833.
Ad; ;ire tape.ro11.2.1 el.
Tare ..nal, 100 ft. 1/10
TWIN Bell Wire, nor

yard 2d.
BRUNET 4,000 ohm

'phones 13/11
Ebonite Coil Plugs
Fitted Fibre 76.
Plain 41d.
Shaped 6d. & 7d.
Edison
Loud speakers 1519
4,000 °Ism 'phones, 6 /6
3 -way coil stands, 3/6
Special rheostats, 1/ -
Crystals, best 60.
Enclosed deteetors, 8d.
Extra large do 1/.
2v. 40 aertisnu later, 76

Ebonite '
Stock sizes 3/16th.

6 x 6-7 x 5 each 1 / 2
8 x 6-9 x 6 each 1 10
10 x 8-12 x 6 3/
12 x 9 4 / 3
12 x 12 5(6
141xn1. 5 /6

also Cl,,. lied.

CALLERS - we
stock everything
you require,

7 GRAPE STREET
SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, W.C.2

New Oxford Street end.
NOTE! Grape Street is between Prince's

Tneatrb and Mudie's Library.
DAILY U a.m. to 8 p.m.

OPEN SUNDAY'S 11 to 1 p.m.
All day Saturday.

1 minute Tottenham
Court Road Tube.

3 minutes Holborn
Tube.

2 minutes Palace
Theatre.

HOURS OF BUSINESS
Daily 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sundays, 11 to 1.
Open all day Saturday.
Two sops, one always

open.
Telephone (private line)

Clerrarl 2821.
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H.T.3 CO -v. ACCUMULATOR
End your H.T. troubles andsave money

Outlasts dozens of
dry cells and can be
recharged for 2 / 6.
1/- per volt, plus  3 /-
for filling with acid ,CO/.
and initial charge. O
C, A. VANDERVELL & Co.,
Ltd. Acton Vale, London

W.3.

-.HEADPHONE REPAIRS-
Rewound, re -magnetised and readjusted. Lowest
prices quoted on receipt of telephones. Delivery three
days.-THE VARLET MAGNET CO., London,
S.E.18. 'Phone 888-9 Woolwich. Est. 26 years.

RADIO "CROXSONIA" PANELS
Money back guarantee that each and all' Panels are
free from surface leakage, Reggae test Infinity.
8" x 5", 1/2 ; 7" x 6", 1/3 ; 9" x 6", 1/7 ; 10" x 8", 2/1;
11" x 8", 2/3 ; 10" x 9", 2/4 ; 12" x 8, 2/6 ; 11" x 9"
2/7; 12" x 9", 2/10; 12" x 10", 3/-; 14" x 10", 3/5;
14" x 19", 4/-; 7" x 5", 1.5. IV thick. Post Free.

Callers, cut any size, and quote by Post.
Sample, and prices, post free to the Trade.

CROXSONIA co., 10, South St., MOORGATE, E.C.2

WHY USE A VALVE ?
My " D X " Super -crystal in simple crystal set brings
in Daventry at 250 miles on Loud Speaker. Also
many Continental stations on 'phones. Many testi

menials. Sample at half-price, 1/6.
JOHN NEWNIGGING; DUNS, BERWICK

Picketts Cabinets 3fle,z,,11,,v-
SENT ON APPROVAL.

Beau'ifully Polished Mahogany.
Panel Send for Estimates

For 12 a 12...45, Per RETURN POSY'.
12 x 15...55(- Accessories
12 x 18...65,, Post Free.

Panels Drilled and Engraved.
Picketts Cabinet (P.W.)' Works, Bexleyheath, S.F.

TWO VALVE RECEIVERS
Receive most B.B.C. and Continental stations.
Price (without accessories, £3 10 0. Sent on 7
days' appro. on receipt of cash. Money returned if
not entirely satisfied.-Comyn, Wireless Dealer,
16, Coniston Av., West Jesmond, Newcastle.

BROAD CLEAN CONTACTS
Thin wire ends clipped into Collett
Tags becor.e broad, flat contacts ;
helpful in your set's. There are
types for screw terminals, types, for
soldering, each designed to do its
job well. Tell your dealer they
must be Collett Tags. Ask him to
show the ten types made, or send us _
P.O. Is. for complete sample outfit.

COLLETT'S13(c
TERM I NALI TAGS
S. H. COLLETT MFG. CO.,
5254, Hampstead Road, N.W.1.
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THE MOST POPULAR "ONE- FIX
CONNECTORS (A11)=Nor)
The device which gives a direct arid

VALVER " IN AMERICA. complete contact without soldering

(Continued from page 18.)

Oscanyan of " Amateur Radio," and as
his magazine caters for the more advanced
amateur, mostly, .transmitters, it is probable
that he based his vote on the fact that the
Reinartz was used by so many of his readers

- for the reception of C.W.
I don't wish to give the impression that.

this circuit is' no good for the reception of
broadcast matter, but it is a hefty "
squealer, and without question much more
efficient for the reception of C.W. than for
telephony.

Adding Amplifying Stages.
In the third diagram we have the circuit

recommended by Mr. Shudt, of the " Tele-
gram," described by him as a modification
of the Ultra Audion. The only way in
which this differs from the ordinary straight-
forward circuit is that the bottom lead of
the, secondary, instead of being connected
to the L.T. battery, goes instead to the
plate terminal of the valve. The primary
and secondary coils are wound on a 31- in.
diameter cardboard former of cylindrical
shape. The primary consists of 10 turns
of 22 D.C.C., and the secondary of 50 turns
of the same gauge wire: Both windings
are side by side with a spatting of in.

The grid leak and grid condenser are of the
usual capacity, and the condenser shunted
across the secondary is of .0005 mfd. capa-
city. As regards the reflex which obtained
two votes, both from very prominent radio
men, roan do no better than recommend
the use of the modified " P.W." Combina-
tion Set recently described in POPULAR
WIRELESS, ftir=there is no one -valve reflex
in the States that can beat it.

I have endeavoured above to give brief
particulars of some of the more popular
American circuits, and not just to' describe
any single valve receivers that come into
my head. With any of the above circuits,
an L.F. amplifier of the usual pattern may
be used, but as regards the addition of
H.F. amplification, all I can say is that I
have tried it and failed. This, of course,
does not refer to the plain regenerative
receiver described, to which H.F. may be
added in the usual manner with excellent
results.,

CONTINENTAL NEWS.
(Continued from page 23.)

where he could get some, and by arrange-
ment drove him to a garage where several
men were in waiting who, as he entered,
threw themselves on him, overpowered him
and handed him over for temporary keeping
to the local asylum.

Geneva-International Council Will Meet.
The council of the International Radio

Union will meet in Geneva on September
23rd and 24th. The most important question
down for consideration is the ratification of
the new arrangements td prevent clashing
between the various European transmission
stations. It will be recalled that an inter-
national conference met here last month to
discuss this and. resolved 'to make certain
tests befOre adopting final resolutions. 1t
is hoped that the result of these tests will
be known by the time the Council meets.

You will be astonished at the rapidity with which you
can connect up any circuit.

IFIX is Reliable and Neat.
No.1 for terminals & screws 4 BA, 5 BA, 6 BA, 2/- per doz.
No. 2 for Butt & Cross joints 1/- per doz

Your Dealer or Patentee
W. E. BOTTOM, 34, Denham Rd., SHEFFIELD

1/6

-2 -VALVE AMPLIFIER, 35h --
1 -Valve Amplifier, 20/-, both perfect as new;
Valves, 4/6 each; smart Headphones, 7/6 pair;
new 4 -Volt Accumulator, celluloid case, 13/-; new
60 -Volt 11.T. Battery, guaranteed, 6/ 2 -Valve

All -Station Set, £4. Approval willingly.
P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road. Stockwell, LONDON.

" J.G." POWER CRYSTAL.
Best for Range, Purity, or Applied Potential.
Complete with Cat -whisker. Send 1/6 for

sample. Selected, Tested and Fully Guaranteed.
25/6 " Jay -Gee " 3 in 1 Set fitted with above.

Purest reception in the World.
5 1 I Complete with H.T. L.T., 16/6 English Valve.

 -Ready for use as Crystal -Valve, or Amplifier,
or as Crystal Set when Valve is not required.
Post Free U.K. Stamped -Envelope for Particulars.
J. GAUNT, Jay -Gee Works, 25, All Sainte St., BOLTON.

-'PHONE REPAIR SERVICE -
ALL MAKES OF 'PHONES REWOUND.
4,000 ohms, 5 / - per pair; 6 ft. 6 in. leads fitted,
21-. Remagnetising and adjusting, 2/-; postage.
6d. Transformers rewound any ratio, from 5/-.
The H.R.P., 46, St. Mary's Road, Leyton, E.10

ELECTZI

-111.4445Z

ES OR EARTH PLAT',

MAKE A PERFECT EARTH.
Electrical R Sttriclrizi_td

I4Victoria Stmet S [.

ACCUMULATOR BARGAINS.
C.A.V. & Fullers, soiled, but guarantee) 12 months.

Sent cn approval against cash.
2v -40a ... 9/6 4v -80a ... 27 / 6 6v -60a 32/8
4v -40a 17/. 4v -100a... 32/6 6v -80a .. 40/
4v -60a ... 21 / 9 6v -40a ... 25 /. 6v -100a... 46 / -
MAUDE RUBBER CO., 58, PRAED ST., W.

'PHONES STRENGTHENED!!
NEW SECRET METHOD.

of magnetising and adjusting improves new or old
'phones 20 per cent to 200 per cent. 2/- pair.
Guaranteed result.. New method of layer -wound
rewinding renews useless 'phones and makes them
better than new. 5/- pair. Every class of repair
to 'phones, loudspeakers and transformers. All
work _guaranteed. Ready same day. Post, 6d.
pair. Prospectus P. gratis. JOHN W. MILLER,
68, ra,rrinfillon St.,Z.C.4. Phone: Central 1950

-DULL EMITTERS REPAIRED --
Each concert tested, 7/6. 06 Valves, 9/6.

. Bright, 4/9. Guaranteed quick delivery. Send
remittance with valve to W. G. Eames, 15, Red
Lion St., London, W.C.1. 'Phone: Chancery 7750.

PLEASE be sure to rt:::
5:3 mention POPULAR

WIRELESS when ++
re communicating with :

tc.f. :: Advertisers ::

X THANKS! +4.

HEADPHONE REPAIRS
Headphones and Transformers 5/-. Valve Sets
repaired and wired to any circuit. Lowest prices
quoted on receipt of receivers.-A. B. Briscoe,
24, Seaton St., Hampstead Rd., London, N.W.1.

The MIERORM VERNIER
CONDENSER

for sharp and
accurate tuning

2/6
GET ONE

Postage 3d. TO DAY
INICROHM ENGINEERING CO., Ta
Varsity Works,CollegeSt.,Londen E.9. c/isso(d .2837

Ril
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ye &Idiot? that
Preserves the Overtones

The real personality of any artist lies in the overtones
that are additional to the fundamental note waves.
These overtones vary in frequency from one thousand
to several thousand cycles per second, whereas the
frequency of the fundamental notes generally varies
between 250-1,200 per second.

A transformer that is designed to amplify the
fundamental frequencies only, gives characterless
reproduction resulting from the elimination of
the smaller but nevertheless all-important overtone
frequencies. The increased amplification neces-
sary to bring out these minute vibrations is shown
by the curve of the R.I. Transformer.

The immediate increase above
the frequency of 1,000 is the
reason why the R.I. curve is right.
The problem of the overtones has
called for extensive and thorough
research and the solution that
maintains lifelike character in repro-
duction is the World's Transformer.
THE R.I. TRANSFORMER

r.

Li

AIIMMIMMOR

IS RIGHT
/II 4

:4'\

4

Write for R.1. Catalogue, free
on application.

Visit our Stand No. 36 at the
All -British Wireless Exhibition,
Albert Hall, September 12th-

September 23rd.

Advt. R.1. Ltd., 12, Hyde Street, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.1.
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LISSENI UM.

A a emat- RTT -Tefr-
ui

The
c.?

and get Loud Speaker reproduction I

of outstanding purity.
Owing to the careful design of the coil in the Lissen L.F. Choke
and its loW self -capacity and high inductance, uniform amplification
of all audible frequencies is obtained with maximum volume. The
impedance value has been chosen carefully so as to make the Lissen
L.F. Choke suitable for use with standard L.F. or general purpose
valves and particularly with small power valves. With the Lissen L.F.
Choke it is practically impossible for inter -stage distortion to occur.

ECONOMY-
with the LISSEN L.F. CHOKE
The total cost of a Lissen L.F. Choke Coupling Con-
denser and Variable GridLeal is less than the average
price of transformers Also, when- compared with the
resistance capacity coupling, there is a saving in H.T.,
the voltage with LISSEN Choke Coupling being no
greater than with transformers.

_

,trk- rr.-4;

-LISSEN FIXED CONDENSERS
The capacity of

- the Lissen Fixed
Condens e'r
recommended for -

Choke Coupled stagesch mfd:
Price, 4/3. Lissen Fixed Condensers
are accurate to within They never
vary --never leakthey'.eleliver all their

stored up energy.';
.

BIG VOLUME-
with the LISSEN L.F. CHOKE

z
Oti

The desired volume can be built up without distortion
with Lissen L.F. Chokes :following one or two stages
of transformer _coupled L.F. or. an amplifier can, of ,
course, be built up throughout with Lissen L.F. Chokes.
The Lissen L.F. Choke . . . . . . lo! -
For pre-eminent first stage amplification, use the Lissen

Transformer=then let the Lissen Chokes follow. 1z.

LISSEN VARIABLE GRID LEAK
When build-
ing a Choke
COupled Am-. -

pllfier, it is
always advisable to use a variable grid leak having
a wide range of variation. The Lissen Variable ,

Grid. Leak is continuously variable from to
I 2 megohms.

Lissen One Hole Fixing, of course.
Variable Grid Leak

Lissen

2

Write for TEXT BOOK OF LISSEN PARTS-free to readers of this magazine.
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LISSENIUM WORKS-, 8-16, FRIAR'S LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY -:z1
Telephone : Richmond :285 (4 lines). Telegrams: "Lissenium, London.' te
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BUILD with ALL LISSEN PARTS and your receiuer will glue results which would never be possible with mixed parts. 274
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